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TUITION MAY INC

ASE 6.5%

University Says Students to ·Receive No Direct Benefits frqm Increase
By Ruth L. Tis dale

Hilltop Staff Writer

Photo by M-,ya Gilliam

University officials met Tuesday to discuss a tuition increase.
From left, Henry Jackson, Howard's chief financial officer,
Provost A. Toy Caldwell-Colbert and Interim Vice Provost for
Student Affairs, Raymond Archer.

Howard Professor
Accused of Asking
Students to Take
'Lewd' Photos

At meetings scheduled for
today and Saturday, the Board
of Trustees will vote on a proposal for an increase in tuition.
University officials said an
increase is imminent.
While
the
proposed
increase is 6.5 percent for
undergraduates and seven percent for graduate fees, Howard
University officials said st udents should not expect to see
any significant changes to the
university or the services they
receive.
The Board will also vote on
a 5.5 percent increase for campus housing fees.
Because of the rise in energy costs, the cost of developing
a system for registration, the
rise in inflation, and because

there was not a tuition or housing increase last year, representatives on behalf of the
University said it is necessary to
increase tuition.
Henry Jackson, chief financial officer, said that the cost to
maintain healthcare was another factor that facilitated a rise in
tuition.
.
"The nation has seen a 1920% increase in healthcare over
the last year," Jackson said.
"We [Howard] try to provide
the best health care to our students."
Interim Vice Provost for
Student Affairs, Raymond
Archer said the University's
finances are not where they
should be.
"We knew that this year
would be difficult because we
did not raise tuition last year,"
Archer said. • We did not imag-

ine that it would be this difficult."
Jackson said although it is
likely tuition will be raised,
Howard will still be cheaper
than other HBCUs and private
institutions.
"Most private institutions
charged $18,273 for tuition for
the 2002-2003 academic year,"
Jackson said. "With the proposed. increase we will still be
far below most private institutions."
Jackson named Hampton,
Spelman, Morehouse, and
Clark-Atlanta as "immediate
competitors." Each of the universities mentioned will have a
higher tuition fee than Howard,
after the proposed increase.
However, Howard is one of
a select few universities funded

Q & A with

Howard's Chi•/
Financial Office,;

H•nry Jackso•
1. Are u ndergraduate and
graduate students going to
feel any benefits from this
increase?

the

•unfortunately,

tuition increase will not be
enough to cover balanci"9

the budget. We have to
have budget cuts j ust to
balance the budget so there
will not be any moneJI ¥
over for students.•
See Q&A page A3

See TUITION page A3

Roe v. Wade Anniversary Sparks Protest
I

By Lauren Bayne Anderson,
Kerry-Ann Hamilton,
Maryann James and Lauren
Childress

The Hilltop
Stephanie Holland, a
sophomore advertising major,
is now speaking out about
what she said was one professor's inappropriate behavior
toward her.
Holland alleges that
Professor Nikongo
BaNikongo, attempted to persuade her to pose provocatively in the lecturer's magazine,
"Caribbean Pride."
Another Howard student,
Patrice Williams (this name
has been changed to protect
the identity of the student],
said she was also asked to pose
in the magazine, in her bathing
suit.
Williams said she went

Phoco by J-lan•ey fottkins

Howard University Professor
Nikongo Ba-Nlkongo is
accused of asking female
students to pose In swimsuit attire for his magazine
"Caribbean Pride."

through with the photo shoot,
but ended up posing in her
underwear and a t-shirt.
Ba-Nikongo continues to
lecture at Howard and main-

The 30th Anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision, which made abortions legal, caused protest Wednesday.
Above, " pro-lifers" down-town protested with graphic Images of dismembered fetuses.

See Story Page AS

See PHOTOS page A11

Student Trustees Do Not Take Stance on Tuition Maryland Death Penalty
Trustee Howard Asks Students to Email Him Today to Moratorium Lifted
Malvo Faces Death
Share Views on Tuition
By Ashley Traynum
Campus Editor
I

J

Sat urday the Howard
University Board of Tr ustees
is scheduled to make \l final
decision O,\l a·proposed 6.5 to
seven '·percent
tuition
increase (~r studetns for the
2 0 03-2004_academic year.
Some st udents are wondering what the studen t
trustees have ·done to fight
the
increase,
which
University officials say is
imminent.
But the student trustees
have not said much-at least
not to their constituents.
Undergraduate Trustee,
Jaha Howard, said he would
not comment on how he
would vote on the t uition
increase. He also declined to
comment on whether he is in
favor of the increase, which

would ultimately raise tuition
from $9,515 to $10,130 for
the next academic yea'r.
Marwan Porter, Graduate
Tcustee, did not retur n phone
calls placed to him for comment by l;lilltop reporters.
Now, with the decision 24
hours away, Trustee Howard
is asking that students email
him their feelings on an
increase-today. Uahah@hotmail.com)
Tuition increases are discussed every year by the
Board.
What Trustee Howard did
say, is that the increase is
'both positive and negative'
for studen ts . The positive
side is that the increase will
assist in the overall operation
of the university, but the negative s ide is that the increase cou ld possibly create more
financial burden on many

Compiled
Reports

File Photo

Undergraduate Trustee,
Jaha Howard.

Graduate Trustee, Marwan
Porter.

students, he said.
"Tuition covers about 2030% of the operational cost
and the University, along
with the government appropriation, makes up the
remaining cos t," Howard
said. "The increase will help
maintain existing buildings
and technology.•
Howard's comments have

left some students wondering
what exactly their undergraduate trustee has done to prevent the increase in tuition.
Trustee Howard said he
would
keep
students
informed with a column in
The Hilltop, but has not written one since the last Board

See TRUSTEES page A11
,,
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John Lee Malvo will be
tried as an adult and face th e
death penalty for his alleged
'role in the deadly area sniper
shootings that claimed 13 victims.
Malvo, 17, is the youngest
member of the duo that
allegedly murdered 13 people
and
wounded
5
in
Washington DC, Virginia,
Maryland, Georgia and
Louisiana. Malvo and John
Allen Muh ammad, 4 2 are
both being tried first in
Virginia because its laws
allow the best opportunities
for the death penalty.
The indictment, issued
Tuesday and made public
Wednesday, also includes one
count of using a firearm in a

murder. Both capital murder
counts stem from the Oct. 14
slaying of FBI agent Linda
Franklin.
If convicted, both Malvo
and Muhammad could face
the death penalty.
The grand j ury granted
Fairfax County, Virgin ia
Common Wealth's Attorney
Robert F. Horan's request for
capital m urder indictments
under two statutes: prohibiting the killing of more than
one person in a three-year
period, and an anti-terrorism
law.
The trial could begin as
early as this summer.
There was a moratorium suspension - of the death
penalty in Maryland until this
year when the newly elected

See DEATH page A 11

No
More
Lottery:
Housing
Now
Determined
by
GPA,
VOICES
Community Service and Campus Involvement
&
VIEWS
Where should
the ,nonies
from the
tuition increase
go?

Name: Devin Du fauchard
Clnssification: Sophmore
Major: Political Science
'"Administration. It should
go towards their salary."

Name: Justin Bronn
Classification: Junior
Mnjor: English

·•J think it should go to constructing better housing facilities as well as to,\ards the
library.''

By Tiffany C. Square
Contributing Writer
No longer will• a random
lottery be the only criteria for
students to receive housing. A
student will be awarded housing based on a total number of
points from th~ following criteria: GPA, community service/
involvement in student organizations, distance away from
campus based on permanent
residence, and whether you are
an internatioaal student.
During previous years, students got an announcement via
their Resident Assistants and
reminders in the Hilltop newspaper. These job announcements were to inform the student body that the RSVP
process would be taking place.
The RSVP process also
included students filling out
paperwork to help Residence
Life determine where each individual should be placed.
Applicants would fill out their
residence applications noting
their first, second, and third
choice and in two months hope
to be notified of their residence
St udents wishing to live In the
for the following semester. The
majority of students would then
proceed to pay their $200 secuonlinc. The application is tenrity deposit.
"This years system is a little tatively scheduled to be availdifferent," says Mr. Charles able online in late March.
The number of hall infracGibbs, Director of On-Campus
tions
will of course count
Housing.
against
you. Ne>.1 school year,
Instead of students paying
The
Howard
Plaza Towers will
after they have received housonly
be
available
for junior and
ing, they are required to place
senior students.
their $200 in advance.
'This new process is
Another change of plan to
designed
tQ raise the stakes for
the old RSVP lottery system is
those
who
succeed academicalthat students will be able to regly",
Gibbs
said.
ister via Bison Web. There will
"This new system seems
be a housing application form

" I think the money should
go into hiring more !rained
people to work in the A
building. Money liom housing should actually go
towards hmt~ing: the other
money should go mto the
cafeteria food."

Name: Dennis
Washington
Classificntion:
Sophomore
Major: Biology
..It should go townrds

more dorms for students."

A2

Howard Plaza Towers next year may have to maintain a high GPA In order to get In.

fair because the lottery system
was too random," Avione
Brown, senior psychology
major, says.
Other students are not very
optimistic about whether this
system will work.
Junior electronic studio
major, Stephen Lyne says, "Part
of the problem is that Howard
just accepts too many people,
when it's obvious there is not
enough housing."
Gibbs also says that if stu-

dents are placed on the waiting submit their $200 deposit to
list and have paid in their $200 the office of the cashier in the
advance rent payment they will Administration building.
And March 24, students
receive housing as it becomes
will be able to log onto Bison
available.
If you plan on participating Web to fill out their housing
in this years 2 0 0 3 housing application form.
So will the new system
RSVP, t hese are important
workout,
who knows? But, if
dates to remember:
your
points
don't add up, then
Monday January 27, information packets will be available maybe you should start searchin all the lobbies of the dormi- ing the classifieds.
tories and Residence Life.
March 3, students need to

Students Fed Up With Broken Facilities
By Tiffani Turner
Contributing Writer

l'iame: Samantha Lynch
Clnssilication: Sophomore
Major: Political Science

File PhOlo

Although
Howard
University is said to be one of
the most prestigious black universities some students believe
that there are aspects that need
to be changed. The ongoing
problem of broken facilities is
frustrating to students and faculty alike.
Computer labs and Smart
Rooms are oftentimes in need
repairing. Some of this repair is
due to lack of maintance.
One example of classrooms
that need repair is the labs that
arc
constantly
in
the
Multimedia Journalism Lab,
1\vo classrooms that arc
equipped with I Mac computers
in
the
School
of
Communications. Some of the
computers do not work and the

printers do not print. And the
Smart Room in Locke hall. The
smart room in Locke Hall was
missing a computer, which prevented faculty from using power
point.
These classrooms are not
technologically secure enough
for the Howard University student to excel and learn in
majors which require the average student to stay afloat with
the constant changes that exist
in a technologically flourishing
society.
This lack of concern for the
upkeep of the facilities has
caused the Howard University
student to think, "Where is my
money going?" When fees and
assessments
charges
the
Howard University student a
hefty fee of $ 150 dollar
Technology Fee for the use of
the different facilities on
Howard's campus.

The new question is "Are
you getting your money's
worth". The School of
Communications hosts an array
of classes whose curriculum is
based on having full functioning, reliable computers in the
classroom. Fundamentals of
Journalism is a course that is
offered in one of the classrooms
that is furnished with many
pretty and colorful I Mac's that
provide the students with the
illusion that the knowledge that
is gained inside the classroom
with the use of the computers is
going to enhance their journalism skills.
Sandra Wortham is a
Sophomore Public Relations
major whose experience in her
Fundamentals of J ournalism
class was less tban e>.-pected, not
because of the teacher but due
to the inconsistencies with the
facilities. In a phone interview
Wortham expressed her views
on the situation, " I think was
rather wuortunate. The work
we could have gotten accomplished was limited by the inadequate facilities. It is very frustrating to be in a class where
your main objective is to write
good stories or articles when the
computers and or printers do no
work".
Brenda Alexander administrative assistant in the school of
communications stated, 'students need to respect the equipment, and when they tamper
with it face the responsibility."
As I sat in the
Multimedia Journalism Lab I
observed as Kendra Edwards,
Junior Radio Production major
complained about the printers
and otherwise deserted computer lab on the second floor of the

The Hilltop
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Pholo by llarvei Jenkin,

Broken equipment on campus makes It difficult for students
to perform basic day-to-day tasks.

School of Communications. Ms.
Edwards expressed, "The people who work in here, the lab
monitors, are not available. If
you are going to have a computer lab and facilities you should
at least make sure that things
are working."
In addition, students
who have class in the Smart
Room in Locke Hall are at a disadvantage due to a broken projector and computer. For the
majority of last week the class-

room remained empty and
locked until repairs can take
place.
Mr. Catchings the associate
dean in the School of Arts and
Sciences explained," Something
has bum out and the projector is
not projecting clearly. I'm not
sure how long it will take to get
fixed because there is no maintenance agreement. The school
will have to come up with the
funds before anyone can be
called to fix tbe equipment."

January 24, 2003

HUSA HBCU Student Think Tank To Take Off Next Month
By Nell Bradley
Hilltop Staff Writer
There are more issues at
historically black colleges and
universities than fashion, free
styling, and fried chicken.
Jamie Riley, a graduating senior health care administration
major at Tennessee State
University has worked effortlessly to alter this stereotype
by chairing the second annual
HBCU Student Think Tank.
The Think Tank is an outlet for students from all
H BCU s across America to
unite together and discuss the
real issues concerning the
state of HBCUs. Riley, who
also serves as the President of
Tennessee State University

Student
Government
Association, chaired the first
Think Tank and is ready to
embark on and improve the
second. "The first time we did
it we had a great response. It
[Think Tank] is an experience
you can not describe," said
Riley.
The theme for this year's
TI1ink Tank is Defining and
Refining
th~
HBCU
Experience. The idea was
brought about by the government's attempts to close historically black colleges and
universities because it does
not see the total benefit.
"Our goal is to define the
experience, because when you
ask someone that graduated
from an HBCU what it was like

or why they went, they always
talk about the experience,"
said Riley.
Like last year, the conference will be held on Tennessee
State University's campus
from February 20 through
February 23. The agenda
schedule will allow students to
hear from key note speakers
such as Ed Gordon and Sonia
Sanchez in the morning, and
break into group sessions to
reflect on the speeches and
learn how to effectively make
changes on their campus.
At the end of listening to
speakers and contributing to
group discussions, students
will be able to relax and network with others at a step
show, after party, and mix and

Tuition May Increase
money from the last tuition
increase, the university opened
by Congress-that's where 45 the I-lab, bought eight new
percent of its funding comes security cars, and the shuttle
from.
service was added.
The increased amounts of
However, the last tuition
alumni funding, as well as increase was in 2000-2001
President Bush's proposed five and the shuttle service had
percent increase in funding to already been running.
HBCUs will not be factored into
Jennifer Hytres, a junior
income for the 2003-2004 legal communications major,
budget, Jackson said.
said tuition should not
Jackson also said that does increase.
not classify under the regular
"Until show significant and
HBCU title and will not receive positive changes, in my eyes
that five percent increase.
another increase is definitely
"Many of the activities that not validated," Hymes said.
are done for most HBCUs are
University officials said
not done for Howard because of Howard bas increased security
our classification,· he said.
in the parking lot as well as in
In the university fiscal year, the dormitories.
starting in July of 2000 and
But even with the proposed
ending in June 0£2001, the uni- increase likely to take effect,
versity received only $7.9 mil- students shouldn't expect to see
lion in total contributions over an increase in sen~ces, Jackson
$5,000.
said. In fact, they may see fewer
University officials said services.
alumni contributions increased
"Unfortunately, the tuition
over the last year but that stu- increase will not be enough to
dents should not count on see- cover balancing the budget,"
ing any of that money either.
Jackson said. "We have to have
"The alumni funds are divisional cuts just to balance
invested in an endowment the budget so there will not be
fund," Jackson said. "Howard any money left over for stuwill not receive any income dents."
from that money until much
The Office of the President
later."
will also propose several diviCornell Williamson, presi- sional cuts, which will range
dent ofHUSA, said students are from three to five percent.
lucky that tl1e tuition increase
"Schools that increase their
was not higher.
tuition should have nicer cam-

TUITION from A1
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"The Office of the Treasurer
wanted a higher increase,"
Williamson said. "But the president [Swygert] thought it was
too much and lowered the
increase."
Jackson said with the

puses and better facilities than
Howard,• Ebone Lewis, a freshman chemical engineer major,
said
According to Howard
University, for the academic
year of 2002-2003, the estimated cost of attendance-to

tickets and give them to stumingle.
Graham McKissic, a junior dent government, it has to be
bio -chemistry
major
at fair because everyone has a
Tennessee State University voice; White said.
attendeci the Think Tank last
White will announce when
year. "It is good that you could ticket distribution will begin,
bring that many black stu- but he is not sure of how many
dents together for a positive students can attend. If stucause. I'm just waiting for this dents are interested, they
year's," said McKissic.
must request an application
Howard University stu- form from Howard University
dents are also getting ready for Student Association. Then,
this year's Think Tank. once the form is filled out they
Bernard White, a senior health must pay a fee of 20 dollars. In
management major, is the east addition, there are accommocoast regional contact person. dations for hotel, but not for
He is primarily in charge of travel.
inviting all the HBCUs on the
Roger Cartledge, a junior
east coast, selling tickets, and television production major is
making programs.
considering attending this
"The tickets are first come year's Think Tank. "I heard it's
first serve. I can not hold the really productive and informa-

tive. I would just say that the
results from the Think Tank
are examples of how blacks
can work together for a
brighter
future,"
said
Cartledge.
After this year, the future
for the HBCU Student Think
Tank is undetermined because
Jamie Riley, chair of Think
Tank will be graduating. He
has been offered a position
after graduation to continue
the progress of Think Tank for
next year. But, his decision is
also undetermined.
"I do not know where this
is going to go after I walk
across the stage. I just hope
someone will do what it needs
to be done to make it happen
again," said Riley.

Ct;RRI~N'f AND PROPOSEf) UNl>ERGRADUA l'E
1'l JI1'10N VS. MAJOR PRIVATE HBCUs

the university-for one undergraduate student was $35,522.
University officials said of
that cost, Howard students paid
an average of $15,634 in tuition
fees, while the university paid
the remaining balance.
Under the proposed tuition
increase, scholarships will be
adjusted to fit the proposed
tuition, but the amount of
financial aid will not increase.
"One of the major concerns
that student leaders had with
the proposed tuition increase is
that the amount of financial aid
will not increase," Williamson
said. "This is a major concern
for students who are barely
making it on financial aid.•
Many
students
were
shocked to hear of the tuition
increases and felt that Howard
should use the money given to
Morris Brown to help balance
its own budget.
"I don't understand bow
Howard gives money to Morris
[Brown], but yet raises tuition,"
De'Tisha Tomlin, a freshman
political science major, said.
"They [Howard] should use the
money given to Morris to help
with balancing the budget.•
Other students expressed
concern over the lack of
increase in financial aid for students that need it.
"I have a concern for those
students who are independent,•
Krystal Branton, a second year
graduate student, said. "The
challenges that they face are
hard enough without having to
look at the amount of debt they
will have to pay back."
The average repayment
term on a student loan is 10 to
20 years.
Jerome Dendy, a department of modern languages
graduate student, feels that students are getting the brunt of
balancing the budget.
"It's disheartening because
students are getting hurt all the
way around," Dendy said.
"There is a better way of managing the allocation of funds."
Over the past ten years
tuition has increased on an
average of three percent each
year.
There will be a town hall
meeting on February 4, to discuss the proposed tuition and
housing increases. However,
the Board is expected to make a
decision on the tuition increase
tomorrow.

Howard University
A'/2003
Proposed AY2004

Hampton University

Spelman College

lark Atlanta University

Morehouse College
$0

$3,500

$7,000

$10.S00

$14,000

·YOU'RE SAFE IN THE llGHTu,
. UNTIL DARKNESS fAllS.
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Q&A From A1
2. Why has the cost of

housing gone up?
"Howard has one of the
cheapest housing costs in
D.C., which is why so many
peopl~ apply. Some of the
reasons that housing has
gone up are because of the
rises in fuel, heat, and light.
The current housing cost is
just not paying for that.•

January 24, 2003

3. Are Howard students
going to see an increase in
luition, fees, or housing for

4. Howard has seen an
increase in alumni funding.
Where has that money
gone?
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2004-2005?

"lt depends on how the
economy is going. If
America goes to war with
Iraq, then energy cost will
go and Howard probably
will be forced to raise
tuition or housing."

"The alumni funds are
invested in an endowment
fund . Howard does not
receive any i ncome from
that money until later on,
down the road."
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Vegetarianism: A Means To A Higher End
By Leesa D avis
Health and Fitness Editor
It's lunchtime at
Howard University's restaurant and as Barbara Allen, a
junior RTV Film major helps
herself to some food, there is
one thing that is definitely not
on her plate- a piece of meat.
"I haven't had meat for 23
days,• says the new vegetarian.
Allen said she and her mother
made an agreement for the
New Year. Allen said she would
give up meat if her mother gave
up smoking cigarettes.
The word vegetarianism
comes from the Latin word
vegetus meaning whole, fresh
and lively. A vegetarian diet has
been said to reduce heart disease, breast cancer and even
give a rejuvenated feeling.
There is more to vegetarianism besides not eating meat.
In fact, many people are
unaware of the fact that there
are different types of vegetarians (not to be confused with
vegans: people who only eat
foods of plant origin.)
The regular vegetarian's
diet excludes all or some animal products. The lacto-vegetarian's diet consists of plant
foods and some or all-dairy
products. The semi-vegetarian's eating habits include eating fish or chicken with plant
foods and dairy products but
they do not eat red meat.
Although vegetarianism is

considered to be a healthy
lifestyle, it can also. be detrimental to one's health.
According to
the ADA
(American
Dietetic
Association), dietary deficien·
cies are likely to occur in very
restrictive diets. Vegetarians
often lack enough protein, B12
and believe it or not- calcium.
Whether a person decides
to be a vegetarian for moral,
environmental or weight reasons, a weli-balanced diet can
help the person to obtain the
nutrients needed. Protein is
comprised of amino acids and
maintains and repairs muscle
tissue and manufactures
enzymes and blood cells as well
as otl1er types of body structures.
Nine essential amino acids
must be obtained from food for
our body. A food that lacks all
of tl1ese is considered to be
"incomplete" in protein. All
plant foods are incomplete in
protein ·except soy. Therefore,
an amino acid missing in one
food can be provided in another, as long as the body consumes it in the same day.
Therefore, it is imperative
that a vegetarian consumes B12
(good for nerYe transmission
and necessary for life), calcium
(good for bones) and iron
(good for blood.)
Carolyn Goode, Assistant
Director for Health Education
at Howard University says the
best sources of protein are oat-

meal, buckwheat, broccoli and
spinach. Goode says the key to
a healthy vegetarian diet is like
any other diet. "Eat a whole
variety of foods including
fruits, vegetables, whole grain
products nuts and legumes."
Roger Cartledge, a junior
TV production major says he
wouldn't consider being a vegetarian. "I like meat. In addition,
people who choose to be vegetarian have to take a lot of vitamins and supplement tablets to
make sure their body gets the
proper nutrients. l don't feel
like going through all of that; I
would rather just eat my meal,•
said Rogers.
Carl !gray, a second year
graduate student and clinical
sociology major has been a vegetarian for 12 years and says it
is expensive.
"It takes a lot of control,
discipline and it can be costly
because you have to buy a lot of
supplement tablets and vegeta•
bles aren't cheap," says !gray.
He does however like the fact
that he was able to slim dom1
due to his vegetarian diet. • I
used to weigh 400 pounds at
one point and I was able to go
from a size 48 to a 35,• !gray
says.
!gray added that Howard's
eateries on campus do not support vegetarianism.
" Sometimes I go to the
restaurant on campus but even
the fish is deep fried and then
the vegetables that they do

Pho!o counes)· of \\W\\.vegctan3l'lcaung..c:om.

Many vegetarians eat tofu as a protei n substitute.

have is sometimes soaked and
cooked in oil."
Goode says that people
who choose vegetarianism
believes that it will help them
live a longer, healthier life. "A
high fat, low fiber diet is a contributing factor to heart disease
and cancer, two major causes

of death in the United States,"
said Goode.
Ernest Scott, a senior
finance major believes that
vegetarianism is not the healthiest choice to make.
"Many people believe that
it's healthier to be a vegetarian
but they can still end up eating

a lot of carbohydrates, it's still
an inconvenience, • said Scott.
Scott also says that meat
isn't exactly unhealthy. • Meat
isn't unhealthy, red meat is.
Red meat is probably the worse
meat to eat but you do everything in moderation."

NBC Hosts Tenth Annual
Health and Fitness Expo
By Erica Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

Recipe Of The Week:
Warm Asian Pear Salad
Makes 6 servings
I cup plus I Tbs. Peanut oil, di, idcd

2 Tbs of rice- win.:, vinegar and honey mustard
I tsp. Sall
1/8 tsp. Black pepp.:r
I lb. bok choy, coarsely chopped
I head radicchio, coarse!> chopped
I Asian or base pear pitted and cubed
In bowl, combine I /4 cup oil and rn:xt 4 ingredients. On sen ing plate, tn,s next 2
mgredicnts together. In a skillet, heat remaining I ·1 bs. Oil. Brown pear cubes, turning once. 5 min., or until golden. fop salad with warm pear cub.:s and drizzle with
dressing. Garnish with fried bean-thread noodles, if desired.
Totol time: 20 min.

Per serving: Cal: 145 Pro:2g Carb:9g F:it: 13g Fiber : 2g Chol. 0mg Recipe
Courtesy of First .\lagazim.•

Last weekend, NBC held
their 10th annual Health and
Fitness Expo in various cities
across the country, including
the nations' capital.
Washington DC's NBC sta•
tion, WRC, garnered thousands of people at the
Washington
Convention
Center. Many people were satisfied witl1 the outcome of the
event.
"This is our third year
coming out to the expo. Each
year it gets better and better,"
says Lisa Barnes of Because
We Care, Inc.
Serving more than half a
million people within a nine
year time span, tl1e Health and
Fitness Expo has enabled
many attendees to discover
health challenges and ways to
resolve them. Because information is vital in correcting
any problem, the Health and
Fitness Expo provides numerous healthcare providers and
exhibits to inform those who
only take the time out to look
and listen. In order to accommodate the different age
groups, the exhibits were
divided into different sections
for adults, teenagers, and children. Many exhibitors were on
the spot for all of the different
age groups.
With over one hundred
and fifty businesses and nonprofit service providers, this
was one of the most comprehensive Expos ever presented.
Some of the exhib itors
included the Black Nurse's

Association
of
Greater
Washington,
DC,
Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Because
We Care, Inc., Camp Fire USA,
Howard University Hospital,
CVS/ pharmacy, Women of
Virtue,
Inc.,
Stratford
University, Reston Radiology,
Robert T. Freeman Dental
Society,
The
Journal
Newspapers, Health Pact, Inc.
and Prince George's EMS
Department, just to name a
few.
Many
demonstrations
were shown throughout the
event. Among these were
healthy cooking demonstrations hosted by Stratford
University, Howard University
Chef and Nutritionist, Chicken
Out Rotisserie and D.C.
Department of Health.
These demonstrations provided attendees with information on how to prepare delicious and healthy new recipes.
"Our goal is to provide
people with alternatives ways
to eat healthy and enjoy what
you eat,• says Jean Parkman a
chef at Chicken Out Rotisserie,
located in Gaithersburg,
Maryland.
Alternative cooking met11ods were not the only things
provided for attendees at the
2003 Health Expo. The YMCA
Brazilian Dancers were there
to show those who attended
how to do simple dance exercises to get and stay fit. These
dancers challenged their audience to get out of their seats
and move to the rhythm. This
demonstration started off witl1
only about twenty-five people
but ended up witlt over fifty.

Seventy-five year old Bridgett
Collins was even joining in on
the fun.
"l amjnst glad I am able to
get up and move. It's very
enjoyable," she said.
Collins was not the only
one who found enjoyment out
of the expo. Mother of two,
Janice Shepard said the expo
appeals to people of all ages
and her six year- old daughter
agreed.
"It's fun to learn and they
giYe you teddy bears," she says
referring to the Teddy Bear
Stand for Kids. The variations
in age show just how effective
the NBC Health and Fitness
E.xpo really is.
Howard University student Cassandra Poles, a senior
broadcast journalism says that
although she didn't attend, the
event was for n great cause. "I
think it's a great idea tliat NBC
decided to do something like
this. lf they (NBC) have an
expo in New Jersey I'll probably go because that's where I
will be next year," said Poles.
With special NBC guests
James Reynolds ofNBC's soap
opera Days of Our Lives, WBO
Junior Welterweight Boxing
Champion Demarcus "ChopChop" Corley, and Ian Smith a
doctor, the Expo proved to be
both entertaining and informative.
Since NBC is the market
leader in news, programming,
community outreach and technology, it only makes sense for
them to host one of the biggest
health awareness programs in
the country.

To write for Health and Fitness,
come to the budget meeting every Tuesdays at 7 P.M in the West Towers.
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Thirty Years Later Roe v. Wade Still Draws Masses of Protesters

Pholo by Jazellc Bc11:iva.,cc

Thousands of people traveled nation-wide to rally against
abortion.
By Porsha D. Summerville
Hilltop Staff Writer

January 22nd marked the
30th anniversary of the critical
Supreme Court decision Roe-vWade. In the nations capital,
this anniversary did not go
unnoticed as thousands of people gathered around the monument territory for the March for
Life protest.
Since the courts decision in
1973, thousands of people annually convened at the national
mall to walk in the March for
Life protest. Most protestors

come to reject the court's decision to legalize abortion for all
nine months of pregnancy.
The freezing temperatures
did not keep this diverse crowd
from voicing their anti-abortion
opinions. Some protesters traveled as far as Missouri, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Illinois to be apart of the spectacle. TI1e crowd stretched along
both sides of Constitution
Avenue as police closely
patrolled the area on their horses, squad cars and motorcycles.
Howard University students
also had opinions on the issue.

One Howard University student
present at the protest stated that
her reason for being present was
to make the public aware of the
seriousness of this controversial
issue.
Many of the protesters stood
out with their graphic posters
and slogans some reading
"Women Deserve Better",
"Abortion Kills", and "Legal
Homicide".
The protest was colorful
with various activities such as
people playing guitars, singing
religious songs, and chants ringing throughout the crowd. A bus
painted Mr. Bush America Fear
God and Repent [Proverbs 6:18]
gained a lot of attention.
Attention was also drawn to one
protester screaming "Fear and
Repent" near the bus.
Many of the anti-abortion
protesters would like to see
results for tlu::i.r efforts in this
protest. One of the top priorities
on the list requested for Bush to
pass a bill restricting late abortions. On the opposing side
many Pro-Choice supporters
stood on the steps of the
Supreme Court in efforts to con•
tinue to support abortion.
Late last year, Bush signed
the
Born Alive
Infants
Protection
Act
in
September. This act ensures that

every infant born alive- • including an infant who survives an
abortion procedure- • is considered a person under federal law.
Though this act seems to have
made some progress on this controversial issue, many do not
accept the act because it codifies
the traditional definition of
"born alive" and "person".
Though this anniversary
gained much attention for the
ann iversary of the notorious
caseofRoe-v-Wade, many of the
protesters were present for
many
different
agendas.
Protesters emotions ranged
from regret to supporting the
cause.
There were a number of
women present who had abortions in the past and now regret
their decision. One such woman
carried a sign with a letter
addressed to her unborn child
apologizing.
A Pennsylvania man related
abortions to other tragedies such
as racial cleansing referring to
the Holocaust and lynching
referring to slavery. Across from
him tl1ere were three pictures
held s ide-by-side illustrating
these events.
Abortion Legislation taken
from www.euthanasia.com

Phoco b J.uclle Hdl..tHO\."<'

New Yorkers were In attendance at Wednesday's rally.

Pandas Die From Rat Poison At District Zoo in Northwest
By Patrice Miles
Contributing Writer

The National Zoo is in the
process of investigating the
deaths of two of its red pandas.
The two adult male pandas
died after rat poisoning pellets,
that emit toxic fumes, were
buried in their yard for the first
time. The zoo is currently putting together a panel of experts
to look into thP. deaths.
Red pandas are not related
to the well-known giant panda.
These [red pandas] were members of an endangered species
and were found dead in their
yard on Saturday morning, less
than 24 hours after the pellets
of aluminum phosphide were
buried there to control an
ongoing rat problem. Three zoo
employees went inside the animals' yard and began experiencing headaches, nausea and
diarrhea. They were treated at
the hospital and later released.
Aluminum phosphide is an
inorganic phosphide that is
used to control pests and
rodents in a variety of settings.
The substance is not absorbed
through the skin, but its main

routes of exposure are through
ingestion and inhalation. TI1e
phosphide has been used in
open areas throughout the zoo
for about a year and there have
been no ill effects on zoo animals or humans. However, this
was tl1e first time it was used in
an animal exhibit.
Due to its potency, the substance is restricted solely to tl1e
use of a certified pesticide
operator. The zoo hired a contractor who performed the job
under the supervision of a zoo
employee.
Zoo officials stated that
rats have been shot with pellet
guns, trapped and bait has even
been set for them, but these
methods were only partially
effective. The decision to plant
the pellets in tl1e red panda
yard was based upon the fact
that the animals live mainly in
trees and very seldom wandered to the ground. They also
considered that the gas emitted
is heavier than air and is supposed to sink into the rat burrows and settle there.
Richard Farinato, director
of captive wiJdJjfe programs for
the Humane Society of the

United States, said zoos commonly have rodent control
problems, but should never put
poison in an animal's exhibit.
"Common sense says you
don't use a toxic substance in
the same area the animal is in,
regardless of the method,"
Farinato said. The usual practice for rat control at zoos, he
explained, is to put out bait pellets that the rats eat, but the
pellets are never put in an an imal's pen.
The deaths of the pandas
followed recent deaths of fi\'e
other animals in the zoo: a lion,
a white tiger, two adult giraffes
and a seal.
Zoo officials said that the
lion died in October and suffered complications from anesthesia administered so that the
veterinarians could examine
why the animal was limping.
The lion, a 14-year-old male,
seemed to be recovering and
was found dead the next morning.
The tiger was euthanized
due to age related osteoarthri•
tis. The giraffes died within a
seven-month period last year
because of age related digestive
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The zoo In Northwest DC Is currently housing the Panda Exhibit.
problems and the seal died of a
heart disease. Zoo officials considered whether changes in the
animals diet or dental care
could have extended their life
span.
During tl1e winter of 2000,
two young zebras died at the

National Zoo because zookeep•
ers failed to feed tl1e animals
enough fat and protein to keep
them warm during cold nights .
E.~ams concluded that the two
animals died of cold weather
and had almost depleted their
stores of fat.

An autops) was nertormcd
on the pandas, howevl'r the
results will not be known for
several weeks. The zoo is now
being criticized for the peculiar
string of deaths.

DC Mayor Would Like to Separate Himself from Scandal
By Vcronica-Marche

contribution from the teacher's
union. Mayoral spokesman
Contributing Writer
Tony Bullock told
the
Washington
Post
that
Last Monday, the District Hemphill only worked for the
of Columbia Office of campaign in the evenings and
Campaign Finance bel(an on the weekends, and that her
investigations to determine role did not constitute an inwhether Mayor AntJ1ony kind donation.
Williams' reelection campaign
The use of \VTU's tele•
neglected to report contribu- phone banks is also in questions from the Washington tion. According to
Teachers' Union (WfU),a
Kathy Williams, general
known supporter of the counsel to the OFC, if volunmayor's campaign.
teers at the teacher's union
Gwendolyn M. Hemphill made phone calls in cooperaserved as an assistant to WTU's tion with the Williams campresident while acting as co- paign the phone banks should
chair for Williams· campaign have been listed as an in-kind
and is now also under investi- contribution.
gation.
The mayor of DC, as well as
The Office of Can1paign a number of other candidates
Finance (OFC) is questioning if for public office, is required to
Hemphill's work should have file a Report of Receipts and
been reported as an in-kind Expenditures, which must

Miller
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itemize contributions of each
person supplying over $50.00
to a campaign.
This statement must
include in-kind contributions,
defined in Campaign Finance
Guide as goods, services, or
property offered free or at a
discounted charge, or payments by a third party for
goods and services. Failure to
accurately report contributions
could result in fines of up to
$2000 per violation.
In Williams' 1998 campaign, contributions from
Nations Banks and Arthur
Anderson consulting firm were
not accounted for, and the OFC
fined Williams $500 for each
violation.
OFC senior staff attorney
William Sanford explained that
these alleged violations could
not be prosecuted, only fined.

However, if money for a campaign is m isspent, the case
could be taken to United States
attorney's office, where a violator could be charged with
fraud.
"Our filings are con1prehensive and detailed and provide all the inforniation that
should be provided," Bullock
told the Washington Post. He
also said it was "perfectly
appropriate" for the contributions and expenditures of tJ1e
campaign to be examined.
"That's what [OFC] is supposed
to do."
Williams is attempting to
distance himself from several
officials a t the Washington
Teachers' Union, which is in
the midst of its own scandal.
The FBI, IRS, and other agencies arc investigating Hemphill,
along witJ1 former union presi-
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dent Barbara Bullock (no relation to mayoral spokesman
Bullock) and former union
treasurer James Baxter, for the
possible embezzlement of $2
million from WTU.
Though Williams has not
been involved in any wrongdoing himself, his associates have
caused people to question his
judgment. This is the third
scandal surrounding his reelection campaign.
Over
the
summer,
Williams initiated a successful
write-in campaign after thousands of fraudulent signatures
were discovered on his nominating petitions. Names on tbe
petitions included Kelsey
Grammer, Billy Joel, and
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair. Williams welcomed an
investigation; he told the
Washington Post tl1at he want-

ed to "get to the bottom· of
what happened in his campaign.
L.'!St March, he made the
same vow to get to the bottom
of allegations when DC's
inspector general exposed
improper fundraising by mayoral aides.
Williams recently admitted
to the Washington Post that he
has made a number of "stupid
mistakes" and apologized for
them. In opening his second
term as mayor of DC, he promised to run his administration
by the highest ethical stan•
dards. "[The people of DC]
want to see me govern this city
and move this city forward," he
said. "And that's what I'm
determined to do."

AS

Your Next President? Part Two in a series of each Democratic Candidate f or
the 2004 Presidency

Former Vice-Presidential
Candidate Running for President
By Terez A. Paylor
Hilltop Staff Writer

elected to the United States
Senate. He is currently serving
his 3rd term as a Senator after
On January 13, 2003, he was re-elected in 2000.
Senator Joseph Lieberman of
Lieberman, who supports
Connecticut announced his campaign finance reform and
intentions to run for President the use of vouchers that would
in 2004 ..
provide funds for private school
"I intend to talk straight to tuition, has had experience
the American people and show dealing with foreign policy in
them that I'm a different kind the Senate.
of Democrat," said Lieberman ..
He has also been very con•
"I will not hesitate to tell sistent when it comes to his
my friends when I think they're insistence upon defending
wrong and to tell my opponents America, even if it means crosswhen I think they're right."
ing party lines.
At one point,
Lieberman introduced
a bill to create a
Department
of
Homeland Security.
Although President
Bush opposed his proposal in the begin•
ning, in June of 2002,
Bush created t he
department of the
same name.
T h o u g h
Lieberman
has
expressed a willingness to work with
Republicans, he has
not so subtly criticized
the Bush administration.
"We mus t rise
above politics and
restore independence
to the White House,
not compromise our
Photo courtc-)y of mo.p,com
economic
or environLieberman Is also a senator In the
mental or health secustate of Connecticut.
rity for political contributors or extreme
Lieberman was born in ideologues; he said.
Stamford, Connecticut on
"We must rise above parti•
February 24, 1942. He received san politics and stand up for
his bachelor's degree from Yale our values here at home,
in 1964, and he went on to because family and faith and
·tale's Law School where he got responsibility matter more titan
his law degree in 1967.
power and partisanship and
In 1970, Lieberman was privilege."
elected to the Connecticut State
Two years ago, Lieberman
Senate. He held his position was known as one of the most
there for ten years. He then conservative Democrats in the
returned to private legal prac- Senate. Lieberman questioned
tice in 1980, and after two affirmative action and supportyears, he was elected as ed the public funding of vouchConnecticut's 21st Attorney ers for private schools.
General ..
Despite all this, Lieberman
He served in that position shrugs off concerns that he is
until 1988, when he was first too
conservative
for

Democratic voters.
Since the 2000 presidential
campaign, Lieberman made

This may be due to the fact
tltat he spent time trying to
rally support in black churches
during tlte 2000 campaign.
He was a civil rights activist
in Mississippi in tlte 196o's.
Said the one long-time
activist, "Lieberman went to
Mississippi during tlte height
of the civil rights movement.
People remember things like
that."
Lieberman's status as Al
Gore's running mate in the
2000 Presidential election is
an advantage that his opponents do not have.
Because of tltat election,
Photo counesy of CNN.com many people know and
Connecticut Senator Joseph
remember his name.
Lieberman was Al Gore's runOne political source out•
ning mate for the 2000
side the Lieberman circle
Presidential election. Now he's said, •.. . everybody rememrunning solo for the presdlenbers Joe brought life to a
cy In 2004.
campaign tltat had none."
Also, Lieberman can
count on tlte support from
some strides toward gaining the the J ewish community and
staunch Democrats' votes.
from the same people that
He has voted against tlte voted for Gore in the 2000
Bush tax cut, made a stand for campaign.
unions and spoken out against
Lieberman himself thinks
the Republicans' environmen- he has a great chance to defeat
tal policies.
Bush in a potential election.
When it comes to affirma"I think I have the best
tive action, he has taken the chance of any Democratic cansame position as Bill Clinton, didate to defeat President Bush
who wanted to fix it, not abolish because of the combi nation of
it.
programs and values that l
A minor problem for bring: strong on defense, very
Lieberman could be his reli- strong on the kind of economic
gion.
programs of the Clinton-Gore
Lieberman, who is an era that brought us such prosOrthodox Jew, does not work perity. A very different record
on Saturdays. He insists, how- titan the current administration
ever, that his observance of the on environmental protection,
Sabbath has not been a prob- education, health care (and]
lem in previous elections.
civil rights," he said.
He also said dur ing the
2000 campaign he would break Next Friday, we'll take a
the Sabbath if there were a cri• look at Senator John
sis. And if he did so, it would
Kerry of Massachusetts.
only be to promote "the respect
and protection of human life
and well-being."
Analysts
say
that
Lieberman is in good standing
with African-Americans.
A CNN-USA Today-Gallup
poll showed that Lieberman
had the support of blacks, even
more so than fellow presidential hopeful Al Sharpton.

King Memorial Approved for Lincoln Steps
In honor of the late civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr. an

Coast to Coast
News Across the
Nation
Don't Blame Ronald
NEW YORK - McDonald's Corp. won a major
victory for the fast-food industry on Wednesday
when a federal judge
threw out a widely
watched lawsuit that
blamed Big Macs,
fries and Chicken
McNuggets for obesity
in children.
U.S. District Judge
Robert Sweet said the
l'hotocouttesyofworld.com
plaintiffs - including a 400-pound teenager who
said he eats at McDonald's every day - failed
to show that customers of the world's largest
fast-food chain were unaware that eating too
much McDonald's fare could be unhealthy.

A l's Office on Fire
NEW YORK - A fire investigators said was suspicious gutted the New York office of civil rights
activist Rev. Al Sharpton on Wednesday, a day
after he officially entered the Democratic Party
race for president.
Sharpton, 48, was not in the Harlem headquarters of his National Action Network advocacy
group at the time of the fire.

Guzzle Guzzle Oil and Trouble
DETROIT - Buying big, luxurious sport-utility
vehicles could cost a lot less under the Bush
administration's economic stimulus proposal,
even though a Bush appointee blasted SUVs
last week as dangerous fuel hogs. Bush plans
to give tax cuts to encourage SUV purchases.

Bienvenidos Estados Unidos
WASHINGTON - Hispanics have surpassed
blacks as the nation's largest minority group, the
Census Bureau said Tuesday.
The Latino population grew to 37 million in July
2001, up 4.7 percent from April 2000. The black
population increased 2 percent during the same
period, to 36.1 million.
The estimates are the Census Bureau's first statistics on race and ethnicity since results from
the 2000 census were released two years ago.

inscription is planned to be made in
the exact spot, at the top of the
granite steps of the Lincoln Memorial, where
King gave his Aug. 28, 1963, "I Have a
Dream" speech.
The process is due to be finished in June.

No Roberti Not Again.
MIAMI - R. Kelly, already facing child pornography charges in Illinois, was arrested Wednesday
in Florida on additional child pornography
charges after investigators said they found 12
photographs of a nude girl
at the singer's home.
Kelly, was arrested without
incident at a Miami-Dade
County hotel. He was being
held at the county jail. Bond
was set at $12,000.

- Staff report
Photo oourtcsy or AP

Sou~: Reuters and the Associated Press
Art courtesy of lhcdream,com
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North Korea, Iraq and the Bush Adntinistration
A Question of Security, Diplomacy
By Janelle Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

With the terrorist attacks
made on September 11 and the
possibility of war with Iraq,
"weapons of mass destruction•
seem to be one of the most
popular phrases of the time.
The recent threats made by
North Korea only seem to add
to this nuclear trend.
Many are questioning why
the United States has taken
such a different approach in
dealing with the nuclear threat
made by Iraq and North
Korea.
The United States has
accused Iraq of attempting to
build weapons of mass
destruction while North Korea
is known to already have
nuclear weapons in their possession.
According to an article
written by Eric Margolis in
The Toronto Sun, North Korea
has the capability to produce
one to two nuclear weapons,
thousands
of
chemical
weapons, biological weapons
and missile delivery systems.
In 1994, The Geneva
Agreed Framework was signed
by North Korea and the United
States in regards to nuclear
development plans. In accord
with the plan, America would
supply 500,000 tons of heavy
oil per year for energy generation as long as North Korea
shelved its nuclea r reactor
plans.
After the United States
seized a ship carrying North
Korean missiles and suspended the promised oil shipments,
the North Korean government
violated the 1994 agreement
and restarted a plutonium
reactor.
Days later, North Korea
announced that they would be
withdrawing from the global
Nuclear
Nonproliferation
Treaty and that lifting a moratorium on missile testing was

Photo councsy orMagellln.<:om

North Korea Is only one of the countrels that President
Bush dubbed an "axis of evil" early In his term.

also being considered.
Despite the fact that North
Korea has broken a treaty and
threatened to take action
against the United States if
necessary,
the
Bush
Administration has not called

for any military action against
Kim Yong II, North Korea's
president.
As a matter of fact, the
State Department kept a lid on
North Korea's confessions for
two weeks and has been com-

municating with Pyongyang,
North Korea's capital city,
through diplomatic channels.
U.S. Secretary of State,
Colin Powell called this a very
serious si tuation but bas
stressed the need for a diplo. ma tic solution.
Comments
made
by
Assistant Secretary of State
James A. Kelly led many to
believe that the Bush
Administration was willing to
negotiate a settlement to this
escalating crisis.
"Quiet diplomacy is probably the approach the United
States and its allies would
want to take even if Iraq wasn't a factor," said Ralph Cossa,
president of the Pacific Forum
think tank in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
In stark comparison, the
Bush
Administration
is
preparing themselves for war
against Suddam Hussein
based on speculations about
nuclear development in Iraq.
According to an article
printed on January 17 in the
Hilltop, more than 200,000
troops are expected to be in
the Persian Gulf by February
or March adding to the 64,000
troops that are already stationed there.
Why does this difference
in approach exist?
Some argue that the
United States bas made Iraq
their priority because of the
economic gains that come out
of the region.
With 112 billion barrels,
Iraq is the second largest oil
producing country after Saudi
Arabia's 265 billion barrels
according to "The Geopolitics
of Oil,• an article found in the
International Socialist Review.
Furthermore, lraqi oil is
cheap to produce and could be
used as a lever against competitors such as Russia, who
has signed multi-billion dollar
agreements to develop Iraq's
vast oil fields.

As Pepe Escobar of the
Asia Times said, "If the U.S.
controls the sources of energy
to its rivals-Europe, Japan,
China and other nations aspiring to be more independentthey win."
Others argue that the
United States has taken such a
different stance because they
know that a war with North
Korea would be messy.
DuShawn Thomas, sophomore Marketing major, agrees
with this argument.
"The United States has no
chance of winning a war with
North Korea because of the
other countries that may get
involved," said Thomas.
"We're only going to war with
Iraq because we know we're
more likely to win. With
Korea, we basically have no
chance."
With a population of only
25 million people, North
Korea holds the world's second largest army consisting of
1,160,000 men, with 3,800
tanks and 12,000 guns according to an article found in The

Professor Johnnie Landon
of the Political Science
Department agrees that going
to war "~th North Korea would
not be a wise decision.
"War with Korea could
represent the worst of all times
because of the concern that
China and Russia, both enemies of the U.S., might have,"
said Landon. "There is a better
chance of a diplomatic solution with North Korea than
there is with Iraq."
When asked, most faculty
and students agreed that
diplomacy was the best way to
solve this problem with North
Korea.
However, some students
argue that they disagreed with
the foreign policy of the Bush
Administration.
"This situation provided
the opportunity to show that
America's foreign policy is
hypocritical and self-serving,"
said Lionel Issacs sophomore
Political Science/Film major.
At this point in time, war
with Iraq seems to be
inevitable. The question

.
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Toronto Sun entitled "North American citizens and stuKorea, Not Iraq, is the Real dents need to be asking is
Threat."
whether Kim Yong II will
In comparison, the com- accept the diplomatic offers
bined U.S. army and Marine made by President Bush or
Corps have only 650,000 men, will North Korea continue to
almost half of that of Nocth be a nuclear threat to the
Korea.
United States.

Countries the World Over
News Briefs of the Week
All Those
Headshots for a
Headshot
NABLUS, West Bank
- Photographers for The
Associated Press and
the French news agency
AFP were beaten in the
face by two Israeli border policemen as they
tried to photograph the
troops driving quickly
down the street Tuesday
with two Palestinian
t eens clinging to the
hood of their jeep.

US Casualties in
Kuwait
KUWAIT CITY - A
gunman ambushed two
Americans driving near
a U.S. military base
Tuesday in Kuwait,
killing one and wounding another in what U.S.
officials branded a terror attack.

civilians in Kuwait and
the third on Americans
since October in the oilrich emirate, where proAmerican sentiment is
usually strong and
where thousands of U.S.
troops are assembling
for a possible war on
Iraq.
The victims - civilian contractors working
for the U.S. military were traveling in a fourwheel-drive
Toyota
when they came under a
hail of bullets.

Kinshasans Catch
Cold

KINSHASA, Congo A flu epidemic has killed
more than 2,000 people
in a far northern
province of war-divided
Congo, the country's
health minister said
Tuesday, warning the
outbreak could claim
The shooting was the many more victims
first assault on U.S. among the country's
January 24,2003

malnourished popula- systems ruined by
tion.
decades of neglect and
civil strife have left
At least 2,000 of the Congolese in the distant
100,000 infected resi- bush weakened and vuldents of Congo's north- nerable to a range of illern Equator province nesses.
have died during the
four-month epidemic,
Exorcising
Mamba said.
Japanese Demons
TOKYO - A Japanese
The epidemic bas man who promised to
reached the capital, exorcise evil spirits for a
Kinshasa, as well, with price bas been arrested
about a half-million out on suspicion of fraud
of its estimated 6 mil- along with eight followlion residents infected, ers who dressed in tenMamba said. No deaths nis garb to help them
have yet been reported look "credible" when
in Kinshasa.
approaching
young
women.
The disease likely
spread into Congo in
October from neighborDressed in tennis
ing Central African clothes and carrying
Republic, Mamba said. racquets or violin cases,
It was not immediately group
members
clear what strain of flu approached people near
was involved.
train stations and
frightened them into
Malnutrition
and going to a hotel room,
provincial health care where an "exorcism"
The Hilltop

was conducted, police marijuana.
said.
Green Leaf, which
not only wants to legalize cannabis but also
plant it in toxic waste
dumps to soak up heavy
metals, is one of 29 parties vying for seats iu the
120-member
parliament in the January 28
general election.

Photo courtc:,y o( weed.rom

The Green Leaf party In
Israel wants to legallze marl•
Juana.

Palestinians to
Vote on Marijuana
JERUSALEM
Fraught with angst over
the
conflict
with
Palestinians and fed up
with politicians who
offer no clear way out,
Israelis appear set to
vote into parliament a
party that would let
then1 get legally high on

Bush Frustrated
with U.N.
WASHINGTON
President Bush on
Tuesday scolded U.N.
nations
that
are
demanding more time
to search Iraq for illegal
arms, and a top U.S.
diplomat warned that
war is fast approaching
as
America's
only
option.

Sow·ces: Reuters
and the Associated
Press
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$24,000

College seniors and graduates who are interested in
becoming secondary school teachers of American history,
American government, or social studies may apply.
Fellowships pay tuition, fees, books, and room and
board toward master's degrees.
For infonnalion and applications call:

James Madison Fellowships

1-800-525-6928
email: madison@act.org
or visit our website

http:/www.jamesmadison.com
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Then look to your good neighbor
State Farm®agent. Through an
unbeatable alliance with
Fortis Health*, I'moffering flexible
and affordable insurance coverage.
If that's what
you're looking
for, come see
me today:
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Not valid Friday - Sunday. Not valid on holidays, the evening preceding a holiday. or where
contractual obligations Pf-Ohibit. Valid at Loews Theatres Georgetown only. No exchanges, •
refunds, or time extensions. No cash value. Not for resale by individuals, Subiect to Rulas of
Use. Not valid with other discount offers. unless specified. Coupon void if purchased. sold, or
bartered for cash. Valid through 6/30/2003. ,
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2003 Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee

· Rapture: Legend in the Making
Homecoming 2003

•

Available Positions
Vice-Chair
Operation Manager
Public Relations Director
Vending coordinator
Fashion show coordinator
Step show coordinator
Pageant coordinator
Gospel show coordinator
Chair's assistant
Treast1rer' s assistant
Operation's assistant
Office assistants
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PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT STUDENTS SEEKING
HOUSING FOR FALL 2003 A 200 ADVANCED RENT
PAYMENT IS DUE ON OR BEFORE MARCH 3, 2003.
YOUR PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE YOU
CAN PARTICIPATE IN THE RSVP TO ACQUIRE HOUSING·
FOR FALL 2003.
ALL STUDENTS ARE
THEIR
LL

N

INFORMATION WITH
A
E

PRIOR TO MARCH 3, 2003

,

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENCE LIFE

htttp://www.howard.edu/howardlife/residence
January 24, 2003
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202.806-6131
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Professor Accused of Asking Student Trustees Do Not
Student to Pose in Bikinis
Take Stance onPossible
Tuition Increase
PHOTOS from A 1

tains he has done nothing
wrong.
Holland said when BaNikongo initially asked her to
be involved with the magazine, she was just supposed to
write an article.
"He took me out to dinner
and to his apartment,"
Holland said. "He first provided me ,vith a contract, which l
signed to write and get paid
for my articles in his maga-

zine."
The Vrrginia native said
the professor's offer soon
changed.
"He asked me to do
'glamour' poses for the magazine," Holland said. "When I
saw the magazine it contained
lewd photos of women
including Howard students in
s,vimsuits and bikinis."
Ba-Nikongo said he asked
Holland to write a story about
soccer for the magazine. He
told her that there should be a
photo \vith the article, but that
she did not have to pose in the
photo, he said.
Both
Holland
and
Williams said they took BaNikongo's Introduction to
Afro-American Studies in the
summer.
Holland
was
enrolled 2002 and Williams in
2001.
Williams said her situation
began
after she
approached Ba-Nikongo after
class to apologize for missing
several days of class.
"He told me I was pretty,"
Williams said. "He told me he
had a magazine and asked if I
wanted to be in it."
Williams
said
BaNikongo asked her to bring a
bikini and a set of matching
underwear to the photo shoot.
Williams posed for the
magazine while enrolled in
Ba-Nikongo's class, but she
was not featured in the publication until almost a year later.
Williams received a final
grade of"A" for the class, but
maintains she earned her
grade by working hard at her
studies.

Holland's mother, Sandra
Holland, said she attended a
judicial hearing in Octo~r to
discuss charges of sexual
harassment as well as to contest her daughter's alleged
grade·of an "incomplete D."
Ba-Nikongo saitl he did
give Holland an incomplete,
but he did so because she did
not hand in assignments on

time.
After the Dean ofArts and
Sciences reviewed the matter,
Holland's grade was changed,
Ba-Nikongo said. Her current
transcript reads that her final
grade for the class is a "B."
"We were promised a letter from the University outlining the outcome of the judicial
hearing," Sandra Holland
said. "But we have yet to
receive that letter."
Russell Adams, chairman
of the African American
Studies department, said no
decision has been made on
any type of possible action
against Bi.-Nikongo.
"We haven't concluded
anything," Adams said.
Adams said he was initially shocked to hear of
Holland's accusations and
described the magazine as
inappropriate.
"There is a question of
appropriateness when a colleague's image, their name, is
displayed in this kind of publication and also printed in the
schedule of courses in the college of Arts and Sciences,"
Adams said.
Political science professor
Michael Frazier is outraged
by his colleague's conduct.
"I don't claim to be a
saint, but there is just something morally wrong with
publishing a magazine featuring Howard University students who are half nude,'.'
Frazier said.
Ba-Nikongo, has been
teaching for over 12 years, I 0
of which he has spent at
Howard. He has since
changed his name from
Ashford Baker.
Ba-Nikongo said he was

given the "Outstanding
Professor of the Year Award"
by the Arts and Sciences student counci I.
According to the Howard
University Faculty Handbook,
sexual harassment can be
defined as "suggestions that
submission or rejection of
sexual advances will affect
decisions regarding such matters as an individual's employment, academic standing,
ancVor grades."
Furthermore,
the
University's
Sexual
Harassment Policy prohibits
the introduction of sexuality
into a teaching, learning, or
working relationship.
Failure to comply with
such responsibilities could
result in disciplinary action,
up to and including separation
from the University.
The Holland family said
they have secured an attorney
and have plans of taking legal
action against the University.
School of Arts and
Sciences
Dean,
James
Donaldson, declined to speak
with reporters on Thursday.
University spokesperson
J.J. Pryor, said she hadn't
heard of the incident and
couldn't comment.
Frazier said he is disappointed in what he characterizes as the University's inaction.
"Parents from all over the
world send their children to
Howard University to receive
a quality education and build
leadership skills," Frazier
said. "The University is aware
of what's going on and nothing is being done. It really
jeopardizes the dream of
women's independence."
Adams said the hopes this
incident does not happen
agam.
"I'd be uncomfortable if
this situation continued,"
Adams said.
"Caribbean Pride" magazine is sold at the Howard
University Bookstore.

TRUSTEES From A1
meeting in November.
During the first semester, Trustee Howard passed
out surveys to some undergraduates, asking opinions
on topics such as the possibility of President George W.
Bush
speaking
at
Commencement. Tuition was
not mentioned in the survey.
Howard said has not yet
outlined what he will take to
the board at the meetings
scheduled today and tomorrow.
Thursday,
Howard
scheduled a forum for students to be helci in the
Tubman Quadrangle. The
purpose was to get students'
opinions and feedback on the
possible raise in tuition.
However, the event was
planned on short notice and
was poorly publicized.
Early in the week,
Howard University Student
Ass ociation
President,
Cornell Williamson went to
10 classes asking students
how they felt about a possi-

ble tuition increase.
Some students wondered
why the HUSA President
reached out to them, but the
student trustee who actually
sits on the Board, did not.
"I think that it should
have been Jaha [that went
from class to class),• said
Meagan Ford, a junior Legal
Communications major. "It
is his job to communicate the
issues of the students to the
Board. If he can't speak to
the students how will he
speak to the board?"
While Howard said he
expects the Board to approve
the tuition increase, he is
hoping that the increase will
not be too large.
For some students the
sentiment is that any
increase will be too much of
an increase.
"We are not seeing the
results of the money now,"
Joe Black, a junior engineering major said stating that
there are a number of
improvements that should be
made to the university. "The

school of engineering needs
to be upgraded or demolished."
Things that are tani,,ible
seem to be the focuses of students.
Io a pamphlet distributed by the university on
Tuesday,
Howard
University's tuition rates
were compared to other private four-year universities.
The
comparison
is
relavent according to J aha
Howard, but for some students the comparison seems
silly considering the state of
some facilities on campus.
Sophomore Bilal Russell
said if tuition is increased,
some funds should be allocated to customer service
training.
"The increase in tuition
needs to cover things like
making the 'A-building'
being more student friendly
with less run around and a
bigger cafeteria," Russell
said.

l\ID Death Penalty Moratorium Lifted
DEATH from A1
Governor Robert Ehrlich
took office.
Although Malvo is slated
to face the death penalty in
Maryland - one of the first
and few juveniles to face the
death penalty in the United
States - another man will
officially be the first person
to be sentenced to death
under the new lifted moratorium.
Ehrlich ran for office
with campaign promise and
full intention to reinstate the
death penalty once elected.
Outgoing Gov. Parris
Glendening, a Democrat,
halted executions in May,
saying it was necessary to
give lawmakers the chance to
analyze the results of a twoyear University 'lf Marylancl
study on the use of the state's

death penalty.
In the state of Illinois,
Gov. George Ryan, with two
days left in office gave
clemency to all inmates on
death row in his state.
Controversy has surrounded Ehrlich's decision
ever since the University of
Maryland study showed that
the application of the death
penalty was racially biased.
The study showed that more
blacks were convicted and
given the death penalty more
often than other races convicted of the same crimes.
Illinois Gov. Ryan based
his decision to give clemency
- and in some cases freedom
- to the
inmates due to what he
considered to be huge discrepencics in the application
of the death penalty in rela-

tion to minorities.
The death warrant for
convicted killer Steven Oken
will be the state's first execution in nearly five years.
Judge John G. Turnbull II
said Tuesday he would sign
it.
Oken, 40, who was sentenced to death in 1991 for
the sexual assault and murder of a 20-year-old newlywed in 1987, is scheduled to
die by lethal injection the
week of March 17, accord ing
to his lawyers who s poke to
the Associated Press.
In both the Malvo case
and the Oken case delays are
expected as lawyers in both
cases plan to challenge the
death penalty law.
Twelve men are on death
row in Maryland.

GW ENGINEERING:

LEADI NG
TO MORRO W'S GLOBAL SCIE NTIFIC CO MM UNIT Y.

At the forefront of scientific research, the School of Engineering and
Applied Science is ideally situated to provide students with a
wealth of educational opportunities that extend beyond the four walls
of a classroom. Part-time and full-time, undergraduate through postgraduate, degree and certificate candidates, domestic and international
-our students converge in our nation's capital to develop skills and
knowledge that will enable them to become tomorrow's leaders.
Join us for our spring Graduate Programs Open House on J anuary 29th
from 6:30-8:30pm. For more information and to RSVP visit us at
http://www.seas.gwu.edu/admissions/openhouse/.

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOO L OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

www.seas.gwu.edu • 202.994.8675 • engineering~gwu.edu
GW is an equal opportunity affirmative action institution.
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Jozen's Never Say Never Again: ,
Jargon Latest Offering Makes Culture Exciting
By Sh ani O. Hilton

Contributing Writer
·.\

By Jozen Cummings

Life and Style Editor
Over the winter break I
watched "Real Sports with
Bryant Gumbel" on HBO.
There was an interesting
story on universi ties with
successful sports programs
and their recruitment methods.
In the story, programs
such as the University of
Oregon and the University of
Arizona have a class where
the students learn about the
top prospects and how to
persuade them to choose
their school.
While this class sounds
like Howard's own Student
Ambassador program, there
is a glaring difference.
The classes have stirred
up a great ·deal of controversy on their campus, and the
females must deal with accusations of giving sexual
favors to the prospects.
Meanwhile, the schools see
no harm in using their assets
(no pun intended) for the
greater good of winning.
Well I cannot say I see anything wrong with it either
since both schools have
proven to be national champions in a variety of sports.
As a fan of Howard
sports, I find myself frustrated over our mediocrity. The
potential is there, but rarely
are the results. I do not need
to go into our records,
because everyone knows
what they look like. And
while I am not a Howard athlete, I do have one suggestion
that I believe would put our
sports programs on the map:
Start doing the same thing
Arizona and Oregon are
doing.
Looking at the women
on my television screen who
enrolled in these classes, I
chuckled to myself. Not m;ie
woman of any race, color or
creed looked better than the
beautiful black women we
see at Howard walking on
the Yard everyday.
I am convinced that if we
adopt the methods Oregon
or Arizona are using, we
would see an overwhelming
amount of talent flock to the
Mecca. Like it or not, one of
the things most Howard men
appreciate on this campus is
having the opportunity to be
surrounded by the finest
women America has to offer.
Not only do the men on campus appreciate what we have,
but professional athletes
come to the campus
throughout the year, because
even they know what we
have here.
On the surface, it may
look like I'm telling those in
charge of recruitment to use
our women in a derogatory
way, but that is not the case.
All I'm saying is test the
waters and let these women
make the choice to participate in such a class. Jf they
want to be the ones to sway
top high school athletes to
our campus, who are we to

See JOZEN B2
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Museums are stuffy. They're
boring. You can't touch anything,
and frankly, you don't want to.
For the people who believe the
preceding: you've been going to
the wrong museums. The
International Spy Museum,
which is located downtown on
the 800 block ofF Street, opened
last July and is the antithesis of a
traditional museum. It is modern, interactive, and plain old fun.
After a quick warning not to
eat or drink (some things never
change), guests are plaoed in
groups and enter a blue-lit elevator. They are taken to a room
where they pick and memorize
aliases such as Angelene Falcone,

an Italian travel agent headed to
Vietnam or Hasina Mtumbe, a
banker from Kenya who is on her
wiry to Munich, Germany.
· Once th~ group picks their
respective identities, they go to
the Briefing Room and view a
video on why some people choose
to become spies. Following the
short video, visitors enter the
"School for Spies" where various
displays, computers, and videos
give tips on how to become spy.
One popular display was the
"Suspicion Meter," which tests
how well guests memorized the
aliases by asking a series of questions. Luckily, high scores are not
a prerequisite to continuing and
enjoying the tour, because many
of the guests had a hard time.
One of the highlights was the

a

Aston Martin DB7 of the J ames
Bond fame. The car is worth a
mind-blowing $1.5 million. After
ooh-ing and aah-ing, guests could
crawl through a duct (just like in
the James Bond movie "Dr. No")
to get to the section of the gallery
where a lipstick pistol and a
tobacco pipe gun are on display. .
The next gallery was titled
"The Secret History of History."
It was a series of rooms that
shows how spies affected the outcome of historical events. In
"Spies Among Us," one highlight
is an exhibit about the Navajo
Code Talkers, whose language
was used as an unbreakable code
during WWII.
The Spy Museum continually
surprises. One unexpected display had a large photo of

I
Photo courtesy of www.cmgww.com
Famous African American entertainer Josephine Baker
worked as a spy for the French Resistance during WWII.
Baker carried secret messages in her sheet music.

Josephine Baker, the African
American entertainer. Baker
worked for tl1e French Resistance
during WWII and smuggled
secrets written in invisible ink on
her sheet music.
Entering the Cold War section of the museum, a sign that
reads "Are you now or have you
ever been a member of the
Communist Party?" greets the

Photo courtesy of www.bingaman.senate.gov
Navajo Code Talkers prepare to send secret messages In WWII. The Navajo language was a
complicated code, which remained unbreakable throughout the war.

Next American Idol
Might be Frenchie

of course, visitors end up in the
gift shop.

There were quite a few interesting gadgets. One was an
empty peanut butter jar, weighted to fool full.
When one of the customers
asked about the purpose of the
jar, another replied, "Maybe if
you were on a picnic, you could
carry a camera or a small gun
group.
inside." This prompted an elderly
An exhibit about Ethel and gentleman standing nearby to
Julius Rosenberg, who were sus- e.xclaim, "Well, I'm certainly not
pected and e.xecuted Cold War going on a picnic with yolL"
spies, displayed how trumped up
charges may have led to the couTickets for the Spy Museum
ple being wrongfully convicted.
are $11 dollar for adults. Children
Another room showed clips under 5 are free. No student disfrom famous spy flicks including counts are available. For more
"Austin Powers: The Spy Who infom1ation on the International
Shagged Me" and "Octopussy." Spy Museum, including tickets
The room also held parapherna- and directions, visit www.spymulia from television shows such as seum.org or call 202.393.mB.
"Get Smart," "I-Spy," and the
ubiquitous Bond franchise. And

Some Light Shines On
''Darkness Falls''
Tcrcz A. Paylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
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This past Tuesday nighr, Howard senior Frenchelle
"Frenchie" Davis wowed more than just judges Paula
Abdul, Randy Jackson and Simon Cowell.
Messages boarr/s from around rhe lnremet are blowing up about her, and many are saying she is the nexr
one. Tune in to FOX Tuesday and Wednesday nighrs ro
see how she does.
Check for more updates 011 Frenchie in furure issues
of The Hilltop.

Jonathan
Liebesman's
"Darkness Falls" at first seems to
have a deep and serious plot
given its title. However, the storyline of this movie is built
around the "tragic" tale of
Matilda Dixon, a.k.a. the tooth
fairy.
Yeah, that's right, the tooth
fairy, and this tooth fairy has
bite.
A long time ago, the people
of "Darkness Falls" hung Dixon.
They unjustly accused her of
murdering two missing children,
which was quite ironic because
she was the tooth fairy. Ever
since then, she's carried a
grudge. Perhaps her thirst for
vengeance can best be explained
with the line, "What I had once
taken before in kindness, I now
take in vengeance." Scary.
Kyle Walsh (Cheney !Oey),
his childhood sweetheart Caitlin
(Emma Caufield), and her little
brother Michael (Lee Connie)
are the lead characters in this
story. After a troubled past in
Darkness Falls, Kyle moves to
Las Vegas to tty to escape his
problems. Unfortunately, it isn't
that easy. After being away from
Caitlin for 12 years, Kyle ends up
returning home to save Michael
from the same evil that had
plagued him and the town of
Darkness Falls for over 150
years.
"Darkness Falls" is not the
typical horror film. The way the
plot unfolds and the basic premise is reminiscent of past horror

Photo courtesy of Suzy Wood
Kyle (Chaney Kley) ls in a battle for his life In Revolution
Studios' Darkness Falls, a Zolumbla Pictures release.

films. But despite all of this,
"Darkness Falls" is a pretty
decent film. Thechillscomeearly
and often, and for the most part,
they don't stop.
All the actors, particularly
Connie, do a good job of capturing their characters' emotions
and fears. Also, it should be
noted "Darkness Falls" does a
good job of not overemphasizing
Cormie's dealing with some
supernatural problems.
Hey, the spooky child thing
does get old after about the onemillionth time.
Devoted fans of horror
movies, will definitely like
"Darkness Falls." It wasn't

,

•

obnoxiously long, and gets
straight to the point. The difference between "Darkness Falls"
and say, Feardot.com, is the
same difference between a good
and a bad film. A good movie will
keep you 011 the edge of your
seat, while bad one will make
you run toward the exit or fall
asleep. When it comes to
"Darkness Falls," I didn't even
look at the e.xits. Bottom line, this
was a fairly interesting movie
that should hold the attention. It
wasn't an awesome film, but it
didn't suck. And with awful
movies like Feardot.eom being
shown everywhere, "Darkness
Falls" is a great alternative?
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Go-go: An Unavoidable
Part of D.C. Culture

Men and Women Fashion
All the Same
By Jennifer L. Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Walk around Howard, and
you are guaranteed to see it: a
girl with a tie, a guy in a fitted
shirt, etc. The lines of femininity and masculinity are becoming ever more indistinguishable. With the changing times,
fashion rules are also following
suit.
New lines of women clothing are being inspired by
menswear. ·A woman donning
a tie is now rapidly becoming
commonplace. Women are
also purchasing tailored suits,
fitted hats, jerseys, boy cut
shorts and brief style underwear. Evidently women are
now, feeling comfortable and
liberated in clothing with masculine accents.
Why the fascination with
androgynous (unisex) dressing?
Some women say wearing
masculine clothing allows
them to redefine sexy. For a
long time, sexy meant scanty,
ultra
feminine
clothing.
However, the tide is turning in
favor of looser, fluid clothing
that skims women's curves
rather than constricting them.
"This trend is taking shape
primarily
because
more
women are better understanding that being sexy and feminine is not entirely expressed

by the clothes we choose to
wear," sophomore marketing
major, Kamari Simpson says.
"Rather, sexy is a state of mind
and it's about confidence."
Androgynous dressing is a
method where women can consciously portray an air of
power, without neglecting
their femininity. A woman can
easily put on masculine clothing, and add a feminine touch
by adding feminine acces•
sor1es.
Explains stylist DD, "A
women is gorgeous in a two
piece skirt suit, but there is
something about a woman
wearing a pantsuit and/ or a tie
that demands your attention."
Women are also sporting
masculine clothing because
women find men's clothing
more comfortable than their
traditional clothing. While
women will always have the
option to wear close-fitting
sweaters and snug jeans, masculine clothing can be both
comforting and sensual.
"Fashion is cyclical, and
women's clothing has been
constricting for so long that
now, women subliminally seek
to be comfortable," said Kim
Brown, the owner of Closet, a
boutique in Silver Spring, Md.
Men are also influenced by
the growing androgyny trend,
both in fashion and in other

Fashion wise, men are regularly seen wearing fitted tops
and tailored pants. Outside of
fashion, it's common for men
to seek out spa treatments and
get manicures. This shows men
are becoming more concerned
with their appearance, without
worrying about how others see
their masculinity.
Since society is more
accepting of men spoiling
themselves, men stepping out
of the box and trying something new is common.
In today's world, men are
in a position where they want
to embrace luxury and comfort
in a new sense, and so treatments once considered feminine are now marketed to men
to enhance their allure.
"People are tired of being
in a set mode, and they want to
experience different things and
express their individuality,"
Michael A. Moss, aI junior Life
Management major says. "It is
definitely a sign qf the male
gender evolving."
Androgyny in fashion has
been around for ages, and destined to hang around for many
more. We are living in a period
where both men and women
can freely express themselves
in new ways. This is definitely
the time to embrace new things
and to think outside of the box.

arenas.

The Gotan Project Ready _to Tango

By Kia Woods
Contributing Writer
It happens all the time.
Everyone in the club is having
a good time until the DJ
decides to put on some go-go.
People abruptly stop dancing
and a collective groan can be
heard echoing off the walls.
Patrons begin to file out of the
club, but there remains a small
group of people whose bodies
appear to be possessed by the
rhythmic and hypnotic pounding of the drums.
Some stop to inquisitively
watch those dancing, while
others just shake their heads
and move on. Sure go-go is not
for everyone, but in D.C. it is
an unavoidable cultural phenomenon that constantly permeates into everyday life.
Derived from the Yoruba
"agogo," go-go is a type of
music that is comprised of jazz,
funk, and African music influences, along with hip-hop and
R&B. Played by live bands, the
dance music utilizes a pulsing
drum beat blending with
horns, timbales, cowbells and
various other instruments.
Chuck Brown, the proclaimed 'godfather of go-go,'
started a jazz band in the late
1960s and pioneered the
unique go-go sound when he
had the percussion section
keep the beat after a song was
finished. Brown would then
rap over this interlude and
interact with the crowd.
This trend caught on and
soon bands were popping up
all over the metropolitan area.
Bands began touring along the

East Coast and eventually gogo achieved national exposure
in 1988 with Experience
Unlimited's "Dain' Da Butt,"
which went double platinum.
Since then, there have been
few other national go-go hits.
The genre remains concentrated in the D.C. metropolitan
area. Go-Go also propelled into
the national spotlight in the
late 1990s when rapper Jay-Z
was accused of illegally sampling
Rare
Essence's
"Overnight Scenario" on his hit
single "Do it Again".
But D.C. natives do not
need the songs to be nationally
acclaimed for them to love the
music. Sophomore D.C. native
Erica Day grew up with go-go
and loves the music's unique
versatility. "It's original and
creative. You can go from
buckets and trash cans to
drums and congos," she says.
Day's opinion resounds
throughout many metropolitan area natives. Its infectious
beats have spawned numerous
Internet sites, magazines, and
clothing styles, creating a culture all its own. Go-gos, parties
featuring live go-go music, are
very popular throughout the
city, though many clubs close
due to the music's infamous
reputation of erupting parties
in violence.
But some area natives feel
as though they are stereotyped
as people who absolutely love
the music. Sophomore David
Winn of Capital Heights,
Maryland asserts that it's "just
another form of music that we
listen to, that we can relate to

natives who do not even like
go-go. Bryan Hughes from
Bowie, Maryland says that he
doesn't like go-go, though
most of his friends from
Maryland do. "A lot of people
think that because you're from
D.C., you like go-go," he says.
"But it surprises me that people are surprised that I don't
like go-go."
Freshman Andre Francis
of Hyattsville is also neutral to
go-go music. "It's alright," he
says, "but it can get kind of
repetitive, just like any other
music."
Although many D.C.
natives believe that other
Howard students do not like
go-go because they are too
close-minded to give go-go a
chance, the music has a way of
growing on people.
Keysha Hill of Buffalo, NY'
says she likes go-go. "It's the
upbeat and fast rhythm that
attracts me to go-go," she says.
"It's different from what I'm
used to and I like its originali-

1

ty."

Some students even have
favorites. Junior Silas Cardwell
of Detroit is one of them. "I
didn't like it freshman year,
but the song 'Shorty Wanna be
My Girl' by Rare Essence is
tight."
Whether yo11 love it or hate
it, go-go is a unique music coloring the D.C. metro area.
Senior Charmion Kinder
explains,

"It's

a

creative

expression of D.C. It's special
to D.C. and represents the
diversity of talent that D.C.
has."

because it's our own."

Indeed there exist area

By Lauren Childress
Hilltop Staff Writer
You may have never heard
of the group, or the artists, but
more than likely, you have
been exposed to the sultry
moves and exotic rhythms of
tango.
The Paris based group, The
Gotan Project, has already sold
over 435,000 copies worldwide and makes their US debut
on April 8 with the release of
"La Revancha Del Tango," distributed
on
XLRecordings/Beggars Group.
"La Revancha Del Tango,"
the revenge of tango, is a modern blend of tango dance
rhythms, acoustic jazz, house,
and hip-hop music. It includes
10 tracks from the European
release, featuring the jazzyhouse sensation "Triptico."
Also included is a special
bonus disc featuring hits like
"Santa
Maria
(Tom
Middleton's Cosmos Mix)" and
"El Capitalismo Foraneo
(Kushite Remix),'' a mix of hiphop lyrics over the fresh
sounds of Argentina instrumentals, ranking the Gotan
Project up there with famed
Latin musicians such as Carlos
Santana and Enrique Iglesias.
Philippe Sola!, Christopher
Mueller
and
Eduardo
Makaroff, the primary members of the Gotan Project, came
together in the 1990s to create
a distinctive sound of electronic and acoustic music. "In
Verlan, they use the word
Gotan to mean tango,"
Philippe said. "There was a
tango club in Paris called
Gotan in the 6o's."
Sola! actually spent 10
years in the film industry
before joining forces with

JOZEN from B1
stop them?
Look, I love the history we
have here. I love the opportunities Howard presents to me.
But I also love the women I see
on the shuttle, in the iLab and
in Founders Library. And
though I may not have the athletic talent of the nation's top
high school athletes, I am still
a man, and so are these high
school seniors, and no man
would pass up the opportunity
to go to classes with the
women I go to classes with.
People complain that too
Photo courtesy of www.gotanproject.com
The Gotan Project recently released their latest album.

friend Mueller and the veteran
Makaroff, who made a name
for himself in both Argentina
and France as an accomplished
tango musician.
"We wanted to work
together for a long time,"
Philippe said, "and then
Eduardo made me discover the
really percnssive, groovy side
of Argentinean music. We
wanted to do something we
really love, with no compromise or thinking about selling
to others."
However, with the original
acoustic rhythm of hits like
"Queremos Paz," propelling
into the mainstream may be
hard to avoid. The mysterious,
melancholy tone of "Epoca"
along with the airy sounds of
Christina Vilallonga on vocals
urges listeners to drop the
salsa lessons for tango lessons.
"Chunga's Revenge" incorporates the bandonion (a form
of accordion) to form a daring
and dark melody, while "Santa
Maria (de! buen aire)" brings

'

back the traditional sounds of
Argentinean style tango. A definite standout track on the
album is the relaxing rhythm
of "La de! Ruso," which combines acoustics with an African
beat resulting in a very hip
sound.
La Revancha Del Tango is
a breathtaking, unique, and
smooth way to crossover into
the U.S. and has a distinctive
style that is sure to attract an
array of listeners. Moreover,
the originality and authenticity
of this album allows listeners
the opportunity to appreciate
real musicians instead of listening to recycled beats. T11e
Gotan Project is definitely well
on their way to success and the
revolution of tango is officially
back.
For more information
about the Golan Project or to
hear a free sample check out
their website at www.gotanproject.com
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THE LEAD IS WEAK
DOES HOWARD REALLY
WANT
TO
RECRUIT
ATHELETS WHO MAKE
DECISIONS BASED ON THE
FEMALE POPULATION ON
CAMPUS?
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ain't nothing without a
woman." And if the people in
the office of recruitment would
utilize these words, than the
world of Howard sports could
be so much more.
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many basketball players are
jumping straight from high
school to the pros. Well, how
about we take those guys and
put them on a bus, plane, or
train to our campus. The problem would be solved on the
first visit.
I would even go as far as
betting all my financial aid that
Lebron James, the nation's
most popular high school basketball player, would consider
going to Howard University if
he saw what I see everyday.
Like James Brown said,
"this is a man's world, but it
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Super Bowl Sunday Promises to Bring It
o,..,n ,;,

Melanie M. Clarke
Hilltop Staff Writer
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ASuper B
·Raiders' Fan vs.
]\V1Jernai-d 'poet' Murray
Sports Editor

Photo by Maya Gilliam
Terez Paylor spilt personality for Superbowl rivalry. (Raiders jersey left, Bucs Jersey right)

By Terex A. Paylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
J-Dub, the Raiders' Fan:
What's crackin' fool? You know
we 'bout to win the Super Bowl
right?
Antoine', the Bucs' Fan:
Wha'eva shawty! You gotta
lotta nerve talkin' that mess up
in herre. The Buccaneers are
the squad this year.

J-Dub: You know I'm right.
We got Gannon, the MVP of
the LEAGUE. We got C-Wood,
the best corner in the L, and we
got J-Rice and Timmy Brown
at the receiver slots.
Toine': Who ya' kiddin' G!
Don't even come at me ,nth
them 0ld fools. How old is
Gannon, Rice, and Brown?
75...80? They gonna mess
'round and hurt they backs
during this game they so old.
J-Dub: Ain't nobody getting
hurt except the Bucs' D.
Toine': What they gonna do,
beat us with their walking
sticks? Hah ... we ain't scurred,
cuz like Archie and the Pastor
said, "WE READY!!!"
J-Dub: Wha'eva dawg. I don't
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care about Sapp and the rest of have won it already like J-Rice
those cats on the Bues' and Bill Racist-anowski ...
defense. They're overrated,
and the Raiders are gonna J•Dub: WHO?!? You ain't
prove it Sunday.
funny
B!
You
mean
Romanowski.
To ine': Please... ask that fool
McNabb if the Bucs' defense is Toine': Naw, I was right, that
overrated. The Eagles only ran boy's crazy. He plays as dirty as
the ball for So yards. 80 yards! this south is. Besides, Tampa's
They averaged 138 during the h:mgrier, ya feel me?
season. Plus Philly had the
home field and it was cold! J-Dub: You foolin B!
ALL the intangibles.
1: Ray Lewis is the best
linebacker in the league.
J-Dub: Intangi-what? Is that a
2: Gannon, Brown,
school word? I hate school and C-Woodson never won it
words!!
before. Neither has the best
safety in the NFL.
Toine': Intangibles, ya' know
like stuff you can't handle.
Toine': You got it, you got it.
But Lynch ain't won it either.
J-D ub: Oh yeah, wha'eva...so That's one hard hittin' white
that means beatin' the Raiders boy.
is intangible because we play
harder and ya'!! can't handle J-Dub: Naw ma'an, I'm talkthis! OK, I get that.
ing about my mans Rod
Woodson.
Toine': Naw ma'an! The Bucs'
have all the reasons in the Toin e': Rod Woodson! He
world to win this game. hasn't retired yet! Dawg, I
Derrick Brooks was the L's thought he was done in like
Defensive MVP this year and '93. Didn't he used to play for
he's the best linebacker in the the '73 Dolphins?
game. Sapp and John Lynch
have been in Tampa forever J-Dub: Wha'eva, real funny.
and they've never even been to You watch. He'll be the one to
the Super Bowl. They want it beat you. Him and C-Wood are
more. Oakland's got guys that
See ARGUMENT B4

Since when has the super
bowl been about the actual
game? Rarely, with the exception of a few, does the game
actually live up to its hype. The
game is pumped up so much by
the commentators and analysts
that it tends to come up short.
Nine times out of ten, the
game will already be decided
by the start of the fourth quarter, leaviri,g viewers and their
interest tuned out.
However, un:ike the game
itself, the commercials are the
only show that never disappoints. They provide a means
for entertainment. Advertising
agencies prepare all year for
one or two, if they're lucky, 30second spots.
This year, the $2.3 million
dollar price tag given to these
time slots is down from last
years fee of $3 million. It's
about the money. Big names
like Cadillac, Hanes, and
Gatorade will be putting up
dough for those top spots.
Where are All the Big
Names?

Media, Irving is well versed in
the field of advertising. For 32years he worked with Saatchi &
Saatehi as Executive Vice
President and took part in buying Super Bowl ads for his
clients.
Nike, Coca-Cola and
McDonald's tend to be viewer
favorites. They'd rather make
several commercials at a fraction of the price and sacrifice
viewer satisfaction for costs .
Super Bowl XXXVII is an all
day event, the climax being the
game, and companies who opt
to run their commercials
before or after primetime pay
$500,000 to $800,000; these
companies can purchase as
many slots as available without
the fear of losing them to competition.
"The network [ABC] can
give package deals and discounts to those clients with the
most clout. The agency that
spends the most with the network usually gets the first spot.
They have the final say in when
and where commercials will
run," Irving said.
Viewers Response

The game is not the only
Nike, Coca-Cola, and competition on Super Bowl
McDonald's will not be adver- Sunday. Advertising agencies
tising during Super Bowl compete for bragging rights the
XX.XVII. This is the fifth con- following Monday. The New
secutive year that these compa- York Times and USA Today
nies have been out of the Super feed on this publicity by pickBowl contention.
ing the top ten commercials
The reason: "These compa- that received the greatest viewnies don't have one new cre- er response.
ative product to spotlight.
"The Super Bowl allows
Instead, they participate in the companies to gain added expopre- and post-game event,• sure. It's one of the few events
said Jack Irving, Media that reaches a large number of
Consultant and
Howard viewers at one time," Irving
University Professor.
said.
Along 1vith
teaching
Connie Frazier, an adverIntroduction to Advertising tising professor, agreed with
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Irving and said, "The Super
Bowl commercials are a competition for creativity. They are
almost as big as the game
itself."
Last year, the viewers
picked Budweiser, Bud Lite,
and Pepsi as the three best
commercials of Super Bowl
XXXVI.
Previous Ads
Nike
The last commercial that
Nike ran was during Super
Bowl XXVI in 1992. Nike
aired, pun intended, the first
animated-reality commercial
featuring his Airness, Michael
Jordan and Looney Toons'
Bugs Bunny.
The commercial was so
popular that Warner Brothers
had no choice but to make in
into a movie, "Space Jam."
Nike's absence from Super
Bowl XXXVII has aJlowed rival
company Reebok to promote
its newest line of products
since 1994.
Coca-Cola
In Super Bowl XIV, CocaCola tasted success with the
most popular ad of the year
featuring Pittsburgh Steelers
'Mean' Joe Green.
Despite their continued
success with Wyclef Jean and
Jaguar Wright, Coca-Cola will
leave the Super Bowl stage to
Pepsi. Their impressive campaign with Brittany Spears last
year will be hard to follow.
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Dr. Jekylle, Mrs. Hyde:
Lady Bison's Second Half Proved to be the Latter
By Ber n ard 'poet' Murray
Sports Editor

Photo by Mark Coleman
Senior guard Asia Petty drives past a defender for the lay-I n.

"We're only as good as our
last performance," said Lady
Bison Head Coach Cathy
Parson. If that's the case, their
performance at Delaware State
on Jan. 27 should be just as
promising. However, the Lady
Bison did not come across their
81-59 win over the Lady Aggies
easily.
They looked out of character in the first half and struggled with the 1-2-2 zone of
A&T. Unable to penetrate the
Aggie zone, the Lady Bison settled for poor outside shots and
hardly went in the paint.
"Their 1-2-2 zone, we've
seen on tape before. The problem was we didn't execute the
plays we called," Parson said.
The Lady Bison shot only
36 percent from the field and

went three-for-eleven from
"We knew their press. It
behind the arch. Fortunately, wasn't that effective. My kids
the Aggies were not able to pull didn't attack it and they made a
away due to Howard's defense. lot of unforced turnovers," said
Mid-way through the first A&T Head Coach Roundtree.
half, the Lady Bison switched "Turnovers are always going to
to a full court press. The Aggies be the turning point of the
had every opportunity to pull game."
away in the first half, but they
A&T's zone defense, which
could not. They only managed seemed to be impenetrable,
to make a quick run to head was picked apart by the Bison
into the locker room with a 35· offense. Drawing defenders to
the ball, the Lady Bison started
31 lead.
The Lady Bison started the passing to the open players for
second half blazing. Asia Petty high percent.fge shots. Since
and Courtney Kirk led the team Howard was able to break
on a 26-2 run, giving Howard a down the zone, they scored 24
commanding 58-39 lead with points in the paint and shot 72
percent from the charity stripe.
9:34 left to play.
Courtney Kirk led the team
The difference came in
tl1eir defense, which comple- with 21 points and five
mented their offense. They rebounds; however, her biggest
maintained an alternating full contribution came from finding
court press of tlle 1-2-1-1 or the her teammates.
"I look for the open shot
3-2-1 set to disrupt the Aggies
offense.
first and if it's not tllere I pass,"

said Kirk, who finished with six
assists. The collapse of the
Aggie zone allowed the Bison to
dish out 22 dimes.
The win on Tuesday put
the Bison back to .500 in the
MEAC.
"This was the best game we
played all year. It was an
important game psychologically," Parson said.
"We're getting better with
every game. We're gelling every
game," Kirk added
When asked if she was satisfied with the win, Petty said,
"I am never satisfied. 111 take it
but I am not satisfied. I am out
of my rhythm and I am getting
it back. Tonight my mind was
clear and I was able to execute
better."
The next home game for
the Lady Bison will be Jan 30
against the University of
Maryland Eastern Shore.

Williamson Drops Career-High 52 in Win Over Aggies
By Soraya McDonald
Hilltop Staff Writer
So, just how many tllreepointers can Ron Williamson
make in one game? That's what
many Bison basketball fans
were beginning to wonder as
they watched the senior from
Columbus, Ohio lead the team
to a 107-70 conference win over
the Aggies of North Carolina
A&T (0-12 overall, 0-5 MEAC)
Tuesday night.
Williamson scored 52
points on 16 of 22 shooting,
including 11 of 14 from beyond
the arc, topping bis previous
career high of 41 points he
scored last year against
Hampton and his freshman
year versus Georgetown.
He also broke the school
record for the most points
scored by an individual in a single game. The record was set
last year by senior Kyle
Williams, who sank 43 points
against Coppin State.
•we had a guy that had a
really hot hand and kind of got
us going and Ronny's played

well all year, played with a lot of
energy and done a lot of good
things and I'm just pleased to
see him have an outstanding
night like that. He did more
than just score; he had some
nice assists of his own and some
good rebounds. Defensively, he
had a couple of steals ... I know
he played a nice all-around
game," said Bison Head Coach
Frankie Allen, not wanting
Willian'ISon to be pigeonholed
as just a scoring machine.
The Bison (4-11 overall, 2-4
MEAC) came into the game
having suffered a loss at home
just three days earlier to the
South Carolina State Bulldogs,
while tl1e Aggies have not won a
single game this season.
Howard had a more effective offensive strategy than
when they started the regular
season. They relied on a combination of perimeter shooting
and inside scoring to stop the
Aggie defense in its tracks.
Previously, the Bison
dropped games to teams like
Hampton and Norfolk State
due to a lack of outside scoring.

Yet, they finished the game
shooting 66 percent from the
field compared to A&T's 45 percent. They started the game
with a 4-0 lead and continued
to dom inate the entire half,
leading 51-29 at intermission.
They never gave the Aggies
time to catch their breath and
regroup. Defensively, Howard
showed some versatility.
Alternating between man-toman coverage and a zone
defense that worked well
against the Bulldogs, it allowed
the Bison to capitalize on
rebound opportunities and
keep the turnovers at a minimum.
The Bison started to make
use of their bench and spectators saw more of former starting quarterback Donald Clark,
who scored 11 points in
Tuesday's match-up on a perfect 5 of 5 from the field. Other
contributions came from senior
Kyle Williams, who added 13
points and Mac Wilkinson finished with 12.
"We probably needed a
game like this; we've just been

ARGUMENT From 83

ESPN Comes to Howard
In celebration of black history
month, ESPN will be at Howard
University's Cramton Auditorium
on Tuesday, January 28, 2003 to
present "Seasons of Change: The
African-American Athlete." The
program will feature a distinguished panel of guests who will
come together to discuss the issues
of race and sport in America. The
host for the second year in a row is
John Saunders of ABC & ESPN.
Airing February 2, 2003 at
6pm, Seasons of Change will kick
off over 60 hours of Black History
Month programming on ESPN.
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gonna shut down your boy
Keyshawn. And don't even
think that boy
Jurevicius is gonna outrun
these guys like he did against
Philly.
Toine': Our quarterback will
get both those guys the ball, G.
That Johnson & Johnson
gonna lubricate that @$$.
J-Dub: Who, Brad Johnson?
You're trippin ma'an. Wait 'til
Oakland's 0 -line gets in his
face. You know how bad the
Tampa Bay 0 -line is. Who's
gonna block Adams and
Parrella? Your center Jeff
Christy can't do it by himself.
And you add the best linebacker corps in the L ,vith
Barton, Romo, and Harris. You
got major trouble dawg.

struggling, playing so many
close games and coming up
short," Allen said.
Hopefully such a big win
will perpetuate further success.
The Bison will travel to Dover
for their next conference game
against Delaware State Monday
night at 7:30.
Game Notes: 52 points is
the most points scored in a
game by a Division I player
since Eddie House of Arizona
State dropped 61 against UCBerkley in December of 2000.
Williamson also tied the MEAC
record for most points in a single game, set in 1978 by Ken
Simmons of University of
Maryland Eastern Shore. His 11
three pointers is currently the
most three-pointers by any
Division I player in a single
game so far tllis season, and he
it also ties his own MEAC
record
he
set
against
Georgetown in December of his
freshman year

Photo by Mark Coleman
Senior guard Ron Williamson sinks one of his 11 threepointers Tuesday night In the Bison's 107-70 victory over

A&T.

tell me that you think those
other sorry defensive backs can
stop tlle likes of Mike Alstott
and Mike Pittman. Can't na'body stop the A-Train. Don't
even say it.
J -Dub: They won't have to
because your 0-line sucks! I
You know you only ran for 49
yards last week right? Right??
My grandfather can run for 49
yards!
Toine': I don't think you
wanna s tart talking about
grandfatllers 1vith all the senior
citizens the Raiders have.
Bottom line, the Bucs' defense
will stop your offense, and our
offense will kill your defense.
Plus, we have your former
head coach, Jon Gruden. You
guys suck, why do you think he
left y'all to come to us!

Toine': Don't worry about our J-Dub: He left because he's
offensive line. We'll do what we soft and selfish. It's cool
did against the Eagles and though. Our new coach Bill
throw it before you even know Callahan is better anyway.
what hit you.
Plus, we have your first and
second round draft picks tllis
J-Dub': Try iliat bull on C- year and next year.
Wood and Rod. Watch 'em
return it for a TO.
Toin e': Y'all can keep tllose
picks. After we win the Super
Toine': Your boy C-Wood is Bowl, they11 be useless.
hurt and Rod needs his cane
just to run 10 yards. Don't even

The Hilltop

J -Dub: Whatever, we'll see.

our offense is good enough to
But I'm telling you that your beat you because C-Wood is
offense is garbage and your hurt and you can't guard JJ
defense is overrated and luck-y. and Keyshawn. When Tampa
Oak-town will win and there wins 30-7, we gonna be
ain't noiliing you can do about thrownin' dcm bows.
it.
J-Dub: You must be kidding!!
Toine': The only way you win When Oakland wins 44-0 we
is if you give the Bucs' defense gonna be C-walkin' on the
food poisoning before the Fifty.
game, locked them in their
rooms. deflated tires on the Toine': You honestly tllink
team bus, and Coach Jon you can shut us out!?
Gruden was kidnapped.
J -Dub': I don't think, I know.
J-Dub': I'm sick of hearing
about your defense. Our tail- Toine': You right, you don't
back Charlie Garner will run all think. See ya' in San Diego.
over you fools and I ain't gonna
do nothing but laugh as we J-Dub ': Fo' shiz-zle!!! It's
proceed to stomp you cats, gonna be on and popin' at the
Mark-buster!! Jerry Porter, our Super Bowl.
third receiver, would start on
your team and he'll be the
number one option. As far as
your offense goes, our secondary is gonna lock them down
and we'll stop Johnson, Alstott,
and who ever else you tllink
1vill have an impact on this
game.
Toine': You just don't get it.
Your offense is old! Your
defense is old! Our defense is
young and hungry. Our coach
is better. And to top it all off,
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SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING ON
MONDAY, JANUARY 27™
Stop by The Hilltop Office at 2251 Sherman Ave., NW
on Friday, January 24 or Monday, January 27 between
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No Tuition Increase
Take a moment to ask
yourself what the purpose <>f
having elected students on the
Board of Trustees.
If you are like many of you
say that the purpose is to be a
voice for the student body.
With this in mind, why is
that there seems to
be no opposition
from our undergraduate trustee or
our
graduate
trustee, Marwan
Porter, for the proposed (and likely)
6.5 to seven percent
tuition increase at
our university?
Currently, the
United States has
one of the highest
unemployment
rates it has had in years.
When it comes to unemployment, the rate amongst blacks
is generally three times the
rate of amongst whites at any
given time. At a historically
black university, such as
Howard, these things should
be taken into account.
If there is going to be a
tuition increase there should
be something done to offset
the increase. There should be
an increase in financial aid
opportunities or student
employment.
In a packet distributed by
the University, the tuition
(after the increase) is compared to the tu ition at other
historically black colleges and
universities. The University
seems to be telling us that we
should be happy with a tuition
increase because we are still
cheaper
than
Spelman,
Morehouse, Clark Atlanta and
Hampton.
But we are the only school
on that list that receives 45
percent of our funding from
Congress. So, shouldn't we be
45 percent cheaper?
We were told that we

would not see tangible results
from our tuition increase
besides the up-keep of •maintenance of facilities." More
money for the same product?
That hardly seems fair to us.
The University needs to
spend more time and energy

Now, less than 24 hours
before a decision is to be
made, Howard -1sks students
to email him if they are
•
• '
i
agamst a tuition mcrease.
Tuition is an issue every
year, why is he just now thinking about this. Why is he just
now compiling the
information he supposedly needs to
show the Board?
Porter, is no better. He declined even
to return a phone
call
to
Hilltop
reporters who were
inquiring about his
stance on the proposed increase.
Now that the
student body has put
them in office, it
seems they fo~ot who thei r
constituents are.
There is never a reason for any student trustee to
support a tuition increase.
There are enough non-student
trustees who will fight for the
increase without our own rep·
resentatives adding fuel to the
fire. There is no excuse for our
representatives to take on
such a secretive and elusive
attitude.
It makes us wonder what
purpose our stud~nt trustees
are. serving. By the looks of
thmgs, the half-hearted and
too-little-too-late efforts of
Jaha Howard, and the nonexistent response from Porter,
will prove to be fruitless in
stopping a tuition increase.
While a tuition increase
may not mean anything to the
trustees, who don't have to
pay it, it will mean a lot to the
students who have to pay off
their school loans for the next
20 years.
No tuition increase.
Period.

Residents
of
the with the policy in the West cept that "good behavior"
Howard Pla1.a Towers West Towers fall semester, would result in getting
have been summoned to though many students had what we want is a high
floor meetings lately only to candles and incense confis- school mentality.
learn that things haven't cated during room inspecBesides the visitation
changed a bit from 2002 to tions. So, the question is, policy, the fact that stu2003. This supposed why have we seen no dents of legal drinking age
"upperclassmen dorm" has change, or more impor- cannot have alcoholic bevopted to maintain the visi- tantly, no e.xplanation?
erages in their rooms is
tation policy of freshman
It all boils down to a another indication that we
residence halls.
reoccw·ring tl1eme of are being treated like chilThe expectdren.
ed change of
All in all, resipolicy stemmed
dents are left withOur View:
from the fact
out basic privileges
The Howard Plaza
that residents
that should be
were told that
Towers should reconsider afforded to uppercompliance
classmen and more
the reinstitution of a
with the existimportantly, to legal
ing visitation
age
students.
twenty-four hour
policy
first
Hopefully,
visitation
policy.
semester would
Residence Life will
result in a reviconsider treating
sion of the
residents of the
infantile visitation policy Howard life - the treat- Howard Plaz.a Towers West
second semester, and ment of young adults as as adults, especially when
hopefully a return to the children. Many times, there we have lived up to our end
policy that the Towers has seems to be no difference of the bargain in displaying
observed in previous years. between life as a high "good behavior."
There were no major prob- school student and life as a
lems with incompliance college coed. The mere con-

Our View:
The proposed tuition
increase is unacceptable-as is the lack of representation by our student
trustees.
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trying to get money from outside sources such as alumni
giving, rather than hitting up
starving students for more
cash.
Insult was added to injury
after it became clear that our
student trustees seem to not
be fighting for us.
When asked about how he
will vote on the proposed
increase, Howard said he cannot say. When asked how he
feels about a proposed
increase, he said he cannot
say.
We know and understand
that the student trustees cannot speak on behalf of the
Board, but they can speak for
themselves.
It is absolutely unacceptable for a student trustee to
give an "I cannot answer that"
response when asked by The
Hilltop about issues on the
Board that directly affects the
generally student population.
Trustee Howard passed
around opinion "surveys• to
students for most of the first
semester. On the surveys
tuition was not even mentioned.

.
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From The
Boardroom:
Tuition
Increase?

----

The Best of Both Worlds:
Why I Chose To Spend A Semester At Howard University

For most students, the
words
"tuition"
and
"increase" should never be
found beside one another.
Other students do not mind
the idea of a tuition increase
as long as they understand
where the money is going. As
the only undergraduate student on the Board of Trustees,
it is my duty to my fellow
classmates to help present the
factors that will play into the
board's final decision on
Saturday January 25th.
Howard's tuition currently stands at $9,515. If the proposed 6.5% increase passes,
the new total will be $10,130.
That is a $615 increase that
breaks down to approximately $77 extra per month for the
2003-2004 academic year. In
comparison to other schools,
the proposed $10,130 tuition
remains below Hampton's
$10,990
tuition
rate,
Morehouse's $11,332 tuition
rate, and Clark Atlanta's
$12,312
tuition
rate.
Moreover, the average tuition
rate for private 4-year institutions is $18,273 and for public
institutions is $10,428 (outof-state).
Ideally we would love for
a tuition freeze for another
year or two, but would it
make sense for a tuition
freeze although it would not
account for the nation's inflation rates, which was 2.1%
this pa~t year? Factors such as
the increasing cost of maintaining the technology in the
iLab and libraries, the rising
costs of energy and fuel to
power.almost 80 buildings on
campus, and the escalating
national healthcare costs that

effects each student have all
played into the proposed
increase.

Many of my friends find it
thoroughly amusing when I tell
them that I am typing a
response paper or reading a
book for class while they are
enjoying a week and a half more
of the vacation time left before
Columbia's winter break ends.
More often than not the next
question, within a series of
many, is why on earth I chose to
leave Columbia and participate
in a domestic exchange program at Howard University.
For a long time the answer
to that question was a simple
one, at least in my head. It
made sense that I, an African
American student reared and
educated in "Columbia like
environments" all of my life
would wonder what it must be
like to study at a historically
Black institution like Howard. I
recall hearing about the institution as a child; noting its significance as the progenitor for
terms such as the yard, notable
alumni, and a beautiful campus
located in the heart of
Washington, DC. Again, the
decision made a '.ot of sense to duct research and engage in from a perspective other than
me, but the more I thought discourse with students from the westernized ideologies that
about it, the more I pondered various institutions has allowed inundate Columbia's curricuthe significance of the exchange me to see those Lit Hum and CC lum.
in my life.
Without preferring one
theories and conversations in
For the past three years practice.
However, in the method to the other, the experiColumbia has been my home. recesses of my mind I still ence is just different. I find
Ask me if I love it there and I found myself wondering what myself unable to articulate my
will most likely reply that 'I would have been if I chose to perceptions of two institutions
appreciate it.' A few seconds attend an HBCU. Now I am but what I do know is that I
later, after recalling memories getting my answer.
appreciate Columbia for everyof my friends, mentors, and
Being at Howard has thing that is has allowed me to
growth both intellectually and afforded me the opportunity to learn and I will grow immensepersonally, I am likely to have the best of both worlds. I ly from the opportunity to study
respond 1with a half smile, 'Yes,
yes I love it; I can not imagine

being ~nywhere else.'
As a junior at Columbia I
realize what my education is
worth being a Mellon Fellow, a
Kluge Scholar, and Deans List
student among other things.
Having the opportunity to con-

Furthermore, increased
spending in recent years will
also play a part in the proposal. Over the past four years
$160 million was spent on
capital expenditures including new academic buildings,
smart classrooms, dorm renovation, repairs, etc. $1.2 million was used towards
improvements in registration,
Marianna Ofosu
recruitment, and financial aid
operations. $2.0 million was
've been thinking about this
spent for student health
word "scholar" a lot because
insurance and improved
it has become of late the
shuttle bus services.
predicate to my name. It's
On a national level, most
pleasantly surprising to be
schools
have
steadily
"heralded" as the Rhodes
increased tuition due to a
Scholar for doing something for
decrease in government
which I have a passion, learning
appropriations, a decline in
alumni and corporate gifts,
with the aim of one day making
and depleting endowments.
a contribution to the improveLarry Goldstein from the
ment of the world around me.
National Association Of
I've always looked at scholCollege
and
University
arships as means to an end, and
Business Officers noted in the
certainly not as ends in themNew York Times, "Tuition
selves and therefore, associate
rates have been stable
the word scholar with a lifestyle
because of the good economy.
and not with a title. Scholarship
Now the economic pressure
in the finest sense of the word
has increased, and [colleges]
is, after all, a threshold from
cannot keep tuition growth at
one room filled with work into
this level anymore." Last year
our university was able to
another - filled with more work.
prevent a tuition increase
Despite the fact that win(one of a handful of private
ners of scholarships are always
universities) to help the hard
pictured with beaming smiles,
working families and stulife doesn't get easier or lighter
dents to make a Howard eduwhen one becomes a scholar - it
cation as affordable as possibecomes more demanding and
ble. Unfortunately, last year's
more complex. The culture of
freeze created a tighter bucigscholarship is a culture of toil,
et thi3 year which some
but it is also a culture of freebelieve leaves us no choice
dom.
but to raise the tuition.
What do I mean by freeWith the information
now made available to you, I
dom? Well, to start there is the
encourage each student to let
traditional academic freedom
me know your thoughts and
that one would naturally associreactions to a possible 6.5%
ate with the university experituition increase. Whether you
ence. Not so long ago, my
are in favor or not, please
favorite classicist lengthier sylemail
me
at
labus for a Politics in the Past
jahah@hotmail.com and also
course and said "There are no
contact your HUSA officials
simple answers in my classin the Blackburn center so
room. My job is not to educate
that we can have a better
you but to enable you to eduunderstanding of the students' position in this matter. . cate yourself. It's to encourage
you to recognize the problems

TheReal
Questions
about Tuition

feel at home in classes where I
am no longer the minority,

studying with professors who
feel comfortable using "communal phrases," quoting rap
lyrics, referencing music videos
and popular culture all while
relating contemporary issues to
their historical• context and all

at Howard with professors and

students who look like me.
While the classes are larger,
the registration and administrative systems a bit harder to
adapt to, and the social expectations much more demanding,
Howard, like Columbia stands
on its own. Each institution is

\I '

inco1nparable, each with their
own pros and cons, each
designed to foster growth in
individuals in distinct ways.
The belief that Columbia
provides a far superior intellectual experience, and Howard a
superior social network, is a
false one. Historically Black
institutions, much like Ivy
League schools, foster different
types of intellectual stimulation, one no more applicable to

Last week I met with parents who drove here all the
way from Chicago to try and
get their son's financial aid in
order; I've spoken with full
time students forced to work
full time jobs in order to pay
their way through school; I've
listened to students who have
had their dream of graduating
from Howard University shattered because the cost is more
than they can afford; and I've
helped close friends pack their
belongings for a premature
ending of their Howard experience. So it comes as no surprise that I am in no way
enthused about the fact that
this weekend the Board of
Trustee's will meet to discuss a
likely tuition increase.
For the past two months
I've met with members of the
Tuition and Rates Advisory
Committee, key administrators, student leaders, and a
plethora of students to gain an
understanding of everyone's
position and more importantly
to stress the student body's
position regarding tuition. The
administration has pointed
out why the University needs
more money. I've seen charts
showing Howard's tuition
compared to our competitors,
slides indicating the estimated
cost to educate an undergraduate student, the University's
budget, national trends in
tuition, the state of the economy, current and future initiatives for the University, and
proposal after proposal calling
for a tuition increase of different proportions.
While that information is
certainly appreciated, the real
questions should be how will
students be affected, and what
improvements will students
see for such an increase?
An administrator once
told me jokingly that a tuition

increase would mean that students might have to do without a couple of pairs of
Timberlands. While that may
be the case for some students,
it certainly isn't for many. The
money that students receive
from financial-aid is capped,
Therefore, even though tuition
may rise, the amount of money
we can receive from financial
aid does not. Meaning those of
us dependent upon financialaid tof.aytuitibn may be out of
schoo . Those of us who are
struggling to pay our way
through school may end up
struggling to get' back in. The
fact of the matter is saying
awards; and a forum to
hello to a tuition increase
address, in substantive ways,
means saying goodbye to
some of the pressing concerns
Howard students. ,
and issues of the local, national,
If you pay more you
should get more. That's cerand international communities,
tainly a fair expectation. But
and . prepare Howard's stuwith an increase in tuition
dents,
the
institution's
what improvements will we ,
Emerging Leaders, for the chalsee in the University? It's been
lenges of leadership- academic,
explained that money is needed for unseen costs, such as
intellectual, political and sociothe maintenance and upkeep
cultural.
of buildings and grounds,
The Institute could be a
energy,
insurance,
and
remarkable entity, and its exisemployee wages, However,
tence would embody the conthere are also areas requiring
more money that can be seen
cept of humanistic education
such as Health Care, Shuttle
from which the struggle for
bus services, lab costs and
freedom was born. Whatever
technical support. All of these
our trade may be in the future are areas in which students
diplomacy, engineering, investhave great concern. There's
been little if any improvement
ment banking, academia, or law
in the health center in the past
- in our time at Howard, we
four years and now there's
have the mandate to build our
plans to reduce students covfoundation with deep roots in
erage, there has been too many
the tradition of freedom and
complaints about the shuttle
sel'Vlces for me to begin coverfocusing on clear communicaing them here, but the importion and intellectual incision.
tant thing is there hasn't been
The Institute for Emerging
improvement in that arena
Leadership, in allowing us to
either, as far as lab cost and
synthesize our academic and
technical support is concerned
many students haven't been
social experiences here, promable to eat all week because
ises to be a beacon beckoning to
"The System is Down Again!".
this hilltop those who want to
And these are the areas for
learn the ways of freedom.
which we should raise tuition?
Having internalized the freeWhile we understand that
doms that Howard offers they
the University is in need for
money, we feel that the burden
will emerge fortified and ready
should not be placed on the
to take their places as confistudents to fill that void, espedent, creative, critical and concially since many of us can
tributing citizens for "America
barely afford tuition as it is
and the global community", as
now. The Howard University
Student Association feels that
leaders courageous enough to
if the Board of Trustees
"fight the world's fight."
decides tuition should increase
(which we hope they will not),
Marianna Ofosu is a graduthat the increase in tuition for
ating Classics major and a 2003
both
Graduate
and
Undergraduate students be
Rhodes Scholar.
kept to a minimum.

one's life post graduation than
the other.
So, to the question of why
Howard? I ask, why not? You
only live life once; why not
make the best of it and enjoy
THE
BEST
OF
BOTH
WORLDS.

At Howard: Schooled in the Ways of Freedom
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Cornell R. Williamson
David Johns
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and complexities of this subject
matter, to force you to ask
questions, to demand that critical thinking become the habit
of your mind."
This priceless habit, once
acquired, can never be
lost. This habit informs our
decisions in every aspect and at
every stage of our lives. This is
the sort of freedom that can be
realized wherever there are
good professors and good
books.
But the Howard experience
uniquely provides the opportunity to participate in a four-year
tutorial on the struggle for
socio-political freedom that
should inform the manner in
which we intellectually and
practically approach the world.
Howard is a community in
which paradoxically race matters both a lot and not at all.
Here, we study many disciplines but we are all part of an
on-going, 150-year-old dialogue exploring the experience
,
of people of color. Within the
context of this dialogue we
communicate without the compulsion to justify, defend or
explain.
Here we find the latitude
for self-definition as individuals, people of African descent,
and as Americans without the
constraints, which the external
pressures of the larger community impose. For us, this hilltop
is not a cowardly retreat. It is
rather as necessary to our
development and to that of our
society as academic freedom is.
And it is in our interest to
attract the highest achieving

students, the best and the
brightest, those aggressively
courted by ivy-league institutions which simply cannot offer
the lessons of freedorn
expressed in the history extant
accumulated on this campus.
This institution must institutionalize the concept of freedom!
Then anyone who looks will
see that here, she or he will
have the freedom to partake
academically and intellectually,
and not only socially, in the Du
Boisian paradigm by having the
opportunity to develop "an
appreciation of the world that
was and is and their relation to
it."

The Institute of Emerging
Leadership, whose skeleton
was masterminded nearly a
year ago by Dr. Paul Logan, a
professor in the Modern
Languages Department and the
de facto mentor of many
Howard students vying for this
nation's top scholarly prizes,
has been in circulation among
the administration for some
time now.
Its components are allencompassing: a challenging
curriculum for students from
all disciplines who desire to
develop personally by engaging
the history of freedom in an
intellectual and academic way
through analytical thinking and
critical writing; an institutionalized and centralized support
system for all students interested in competing in the demanding and challenging contests for
the top national and international academic and leadership
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Kerry Ann, Maryann, Lauren C.
and Harvey- Way to tag-team
our big story yesterday! Thai
cohes iveness is what I' m talking about. Let's keep it up!
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Spring Break
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre,
Las Vegas, Florida, and lbiza:
Book early and get FREE
MEALS!
Student Express sponsors the
BEST PARTIES and Is
NOW IDRING salaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps, and
On-site Staff. Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

SARY
Happy Birthday Lawrence!

Attentlon Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks & meals
Party w/ MTV Hottest Oestinations
Most Reliable

www,sun,011,htoun.com
1-800-426-7710
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--Lauren

Amber thanks for holding it
down-- and for the paper!
--Everyone
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SPRING BREAK! Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, S. Padre,
Help Wa n ted
Jamaica, Florida, Bahamas
#1 patties with exclusive appearOffice Assistant Needed/ Small
ances by OJ SKRIBBLE and
Business
SHAGGY!! Reliable air and best
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
hotels. Call 800-787-3787 or visit
Thursdays: 12:30 PM - 4:30 PM
www.studentexpress.com for details.
Some Computer: good work
ethic
personality and pleasant
# I Spring Break Free Trips,
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
\'Oice.
Fax Proof of college year, major,
Partiesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
minor, work experience, address,
Featured w/MSNBC/rravel
phone no, etc. to:
Channel
dombliss@\'erizon.net. No
Better than ever!!
phone calls, we will call you.
WWWJuosolashtoun,s;om
Starting salary SS.50 per hr
1-800-426-7710
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre.
II O¼ Best Prices!
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Meals!
group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps!
1-800-234-7007
endtesssummcrtours.com
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namic Ne" Employment
Magazine {For Students of
Color)
Seeking Intcrn, for Spring
Publication Edition!
Advertising, Marketing, Graphic
Arts, Business Management
Interns must have an academic
major, experience, good computer skills, and must be willing to
work in an entrepreneurial environment. Program will require
an 8-week training period
{February-April 2003), two days
a week (office hours 10-SPM
only).
0)

Interns receive a letter of recommendation, be listed in the publication credits, a small stipend,
:n<l)l):m (T~!I' lR,,:nt
assistance "ith employment, as
well as a great opportunity 10
'ilw.n lllo.tl!li 11'N>JD a!llllil):no., 11)1ll
make a significant contribution,
C&!T~ <t.J:Obl cl!lltsi. ~l>l>.lbl> m1Wat the ground floor, to a new,
~,:i lll~nib:il.
national employment publication.
CsJ!lJ ~1>a} ~!!-3:rim! ~ l:tn\J,
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First & Florida, NW - 4BR House,
Perfect for 4 friend, S2,000/month
Flrst & Florida, NW - 2BR Apt. ,
Sl,000/month
Brookland NE- Basement Apt.,
Walk to metro, $675.00/month
Contact 202-636-4274

January 24, 2003

"internship Program" T hree
Star Communication
202-545-1347, before Friday
January 31
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